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We’re back!
I f you like what you see, please help
keep the Montana Journalism Review
going. We must rely completely on
private sources of funding for all
publication expenses. Your subscrip
tion will help ensure the success of an
exciting new version of the oldest
journalism review in the United States.
Annual Subscription . . . $8.50
Two-year Subscription . . $15
Please make checks
payable to the Montana
Journalism Review.

The School of Journalism would
like to hear from you, too.
D onations to the University of
Montana School of Journalism may
be enclosed in the return envelope.
Please make checks payable to
the UM Foundation.
S uggestions or ideas for the
J-School? Please
send them along or
give us a call at
(406) 243-4001.
A lumni N ews? Let us
know what you’ve been up
to, so that we can include
it in the next Communique.

Subscribe Now to the M ontana Journalism Review.

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss23/1
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The beat goes on
A

notefrom the acting dean

to announce information in Montana, the state’s TV
the rebirth of the Montana Jour brain drain and the incestuous relation
nalism Review. In 1958, it be ship between environmental reporters and
came the nation’s first review of journalism,
the people they cover. There are also pieces
and was published regularly until it was on Native Ameri
done in by a budget crunch in 1980. For can journalism, the
many years, journalism dean Charles Hood, struggles of pub
who loved the Review and believed in its lishing a country
contribution, sought ways to bring it back weekly, and the
to life. He succeeded just before he stepped perilous state of
down as dean a couple of months ago to high school jour
return to the teaching faculty.
nalism in Montana,
In its earlier incarnation, the Review among others.
covered topics important to journalists of
Any publication
that day, many of them important still, requires help from
such as when to identify juvenile law people whose names
Joe Durso, Jr.
breakers, the future of Montana broad d o n ’t alw ays a p 
casting, and the demise of press credibility. pear as bylines. Volunteers spent most of
There was also a steady dose of journal the summer helping Editor Work put the
ism history, including stories on M on issue together. They included graduate
tana’s first newspaper (the Montana Post) student S. A. Snyder, the current Kim
and the state’s pioneer radio stations. The Williams Fellow, and Kelly Kelleher, who
Review also looked beyond the Big Sky. doubled as ad salesperson and layout art
One special 1962 issue was devoted to ist. Publications designer Bill Vaughn lent
mass communications and international his considerable expertise to the design of
affairs.
the new Review. And journalism secretary
The Reviews of those years included Karen Kaley, as always, performed many
contributions from Montana’s most prom tasks for which she never received credit.
inent journalists and broadcasters, among
Any publication also requires help from
them Dorothy Johnson, Don Anderson, its readers and advertisers. We hope you’ll
George Remington and Ed Craney. And join us in our effort to make the Journalism
there were excerpts of speeches delivered Review self-supporting, so it never again
at the Journalism School by national fig suffers such a lengthy gap between issues.
ures such as Chet Huntley, Shana Alex
There’s one important thread of conti
ander, John B. Oakes and Don Oliver.
nuity from the old Review. Zena Beth
The journalism faculty contributed reg Guenin, who wrote about Women’s Pages
ularly. Nathan Blumberg was dean when in the Review of 1973, returns in 1993
the Review began. He was joined on its (as Zena Beth McGlashan) to recall the
pages by teaching legends Bob McGiffert, horrors of academic hiring.
Ed Dugan, Phil H ess, Jerry H olloron,
Welcome back, Zena Beth. And wel
Olaf Bue, Warren Brier and others.
come back to the numerous readers who
As you’re about to see, the new Mon asked Dean Hood over the years, “ What
tana Journalism Review looks more slick ever happened to the Montana Journalism
than the old one, but everything does Review?”
today. What remains unchanged is the
goal: to be useful, provocative and insight
ful, and to reflect our frontier heritage.
For this edition, editor Clem Work has
assembled articles about investigative
reporting with computers, freedom of J o e D u r s o , J r ., Acting Dean
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The great equalizer
The desktop computer has made possible the most
enterprising investigative journalism in Montana
By JIM LUDWICK

T

h e f ir s t m is t a k e a b o u t c o m p u t e r s

is thinking that

you have to like them. You don’t. You don ’t have
to lik e c o m p u te rs to u se them fo r a m b itio u s

Computer-assisted jour
nalism is not for people
who love computers. It is
you don ’t even have to care why they w ork. Computerfor people who love jour
assisted journalism is not for people who have an instinct
nalism, for reporters who
want to discover things.
for com puters. It is for people w ho have an instinct for
Desktop computers have
been vital to some of the
investigations. All over the country, re m ost recent e n terp risin g new sroom
porters use computers as a central part of research in Montana. Examples span the
enterprising research. They study court state, but the Missoulian serves well as a
records to figure out which judges have case study.
Since the mid-1980s, reporters at the
the highest rates of convictions and which
judges give the longest prison sentences. Missoulian have explored possibilities for
They study traffic accidents to see which computer-assisted journalism. Some of this
intersections are the most dangerous in work has been easy and basic—such as
town. They study hospitals—looking at using computers to keep track of buildingsurvival rates, profits and the response time of permit data. Other work has been far more
ambulances. They study
mortgages to find pat
terns of discrimination in
lending. And they study
environmental informa
tion, airline safety, biggame hunting and busi
ness records o f every
description.
A computer can be a
JIM LUDWICK has
great equalizer. With a
covered business and
d esk to p computer, a
economic issues for the
small weekly newspaper
Missoulian since 1986.
or
an
in d ivid u al
He took night school
reporter can handle a
courses to learn how to
project that would have
use computer databases
for use in the newsroom.
been too ambitious for
any but the n a tio n ’s
largest daily new spa
pers only 15 years ago.

reporting; you don ’t have to think they are interesting;
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difficult—sometimes involving hundreds of
Steve W oodruff, covering the forest
interviews, or substantial research of pub products industry, had plenty of anecdotal
lic records, to get information for comput material about timber cutting, but statis
er analysis.
tics about logging were closely guarded
Many reporters around the country— corporate secrets. For nearly a decade the
perhaps most who have dabbled in com public had heard few precise details about
puter-assisted journalism—have only used the overall extent of forest depletion.
com puters to read inform ation that is
stored on other computers at other loca
O O D R U F F STU D IED STATE records
tions. They have used computers to check
relating to a “ slash d isp osal”
campaign-finance reports or to read stories
program—in which private tim
that have been published in other newspa
ber com panies pay the state a depo
pers. They have used computers to get based on the amount of private timber
access to information in government or harvested. He also reviewed old records
private-sector databases.
that indicated how much timber had once
It can be worthwhile to use computers been on various tracts. And he looked into
that way. But there is an entirely different the growth rate of trees.
use of computers that may be the most
W oodruff com bined this d isp arate
practical and valuable for reporters, espe material, analyzing it with his spreadsheet
cially those on limited budgets. Computers program. He was able to show that two
can help make sense out of in-depth re dominant timber companies were over
search that is based on conventional cutting—chopping down twice as much
records and interviews.
timber as they were growing—and that the
pace of their logging had increased signifi
W O C O M M O N T Y P E S O F com puter
cantly during the 1980s. His stories cor
programs are used for this purpose. rectly predicted that this would soon bring
Spreadsheet programs are good for a timber-supply crisis that would have a
records-keeping, tabulations and complex
dramatic effect on western Montana and cre
m ath. D a ta b a se p ro g ra m s can help ate pressure for increased cutting on feder
analyze a wide variety o f inform ation al land. A government study eventually
through a process similar to conducting an corroborated Woodruff’s basic statistical
interview. To use a database program, you findings.
first must do your research and provide
Another early effort at the Missoulian
the computer with all of the knowledge centered on the county jail. Reporter John
that you think it should have.
Stromnes was able to demonstrate that
Sometimes this can be hundreds or even tranquilizers and other drugs were being
thousands o f pages o f d ata; far more heavily prescribed to pacify inmates. Stromnes
information than you could ever grasp obtained receipts for all jail drugs that
without computer assistance. Then, you were pu rch ased during the first four
start asking questions, by typing them in months of 1986. A pharmacy professor at
lingo that the computer can understand. the University of M ontana helped him
The computer answers you on the screen iden tify the uses o f v ario u s d rugs.
or in printouts or both. If you ask the Stromnes—learning by doing—analyzed
right questions, you can make very inter the information with a computer program
esting discoveries. It’s like interviewing an that combined some features of spread
expert who has a photographic memory, sheets and databases. His computer work,
who also can do complicated arithmetic in along with interviews, showed that drugs
his head.
were being used by the authorities to re
Both types of programs have been used duce violence at the jail. The use of tran
at the Missoulian many times. The news quilizers apparently violated American
paper’s experiences illustrate some of the M edical A ssociation standards for the
possibilities.
medical care of prisoners.
One of the first computer projects at
Stromnes continued seeking ways to use
the M issoulian took place in 1985. It computers as a foundation for stories, and
involved one reporter who initially knew he became increasingly proficient. His work
little about using computers. With the help impressed others in the newsroom, and by
of a Missoulian technician, he learned to the late 1980s, several more reporters were
operate a simple spreadsheet program as experim enting with com puter-assisted
his work progressed.
research. By the end of 1990, computer pro-

W

Computers can
help make sense
out o f in-depth
research that is
based on
conventional
records and
interviews.
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152 Montana Hunting Almanac
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This is Page 152 of the Montana Hunting Almanac, 1993, published by the Missoulian. With the help of a computer spreadsheet
program, Editorial Page Editor Steve Woodruff analyzed thousands of pages of data based on hunter interviews by state officials.
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jects had involved virtually every local reporter write to the newspaper. Several reporters
and feature writer on the Missoulian staff.
spent a few evenings telephoning 100 of
uch of the work was not com
the roughly 150 respondents and used a
p lex , but focu sed on b asic computer to analyze the informat ion.
reco rd s-k eep in g th at helped
The newspaper obtained a report show
make sense out of material that previously ing the annual sales of every state liquor
had been less valuable. Information from store in Montana. Using a computer, this
building perm its was com puterized to material was combined with census data.
allow us to routinely track and explain The computer then ranked every county in
trends in home building, remodeling and Montana according to the amount of hard
other construction activity.
liquor sold per person.
D ata from the state M otor Vehicles
A database was constructed to look at
Division on registration of new cars and the 156 people who had been appointed
trucks was obtained on a monthly basis. to local government boards in Missoula. It
This inform ation was analyzed with a shed light on who was serving on the gov
spreadsheet program that calculated the ernment boards and whether those people
market share of each type of car and truck. had a personal or job-related interest in
The Missoulian began running reports about the subject matter of the boards.
auto-sales market share, explaining which
Last year Steve W oodruff—who had
cars and trucks were the big sellers in handled the early project about logging—
M issoula and how that com pared with used a complex spreadsheet program to
other cities and the rest of the state.
analyze thousands of pages of information
When the Corporation for Enterprise about the experiences of hunters through
Development issued a report about state out Montana. Every year after the hunting
wide business clim ates, the M issoulian season, the state has interviewers contact
constructed a database to analyze infor som e 8 0 ,0 0 0 hunters, askin g detailed
questions about where they hunted, how
much time was spent, what type of game
was killed and so on. The information is
used for wildlife management, and it may
be the best of its kind in the United States.
W oodruff took reams of the data— five
years’ worth—and studied it with a com
puter, pinpointing the differences in biggame hunting in hundreds of individual
areas of M ontana. The Missoulian now
publishes the annual M ontana Hunting
Almanac, loaded with charts and graphs
that gave hunters a detailed picture of
what they could expect (see p. 5).

M
Learning to use
computers takes
time, and it can
be tedious. But
at every step
along the way,
you will find
stories.

m ation about each of the 50 states to
assess whether the states that had been
trying all the trendy government ideas
were really faring any better than anyone
else. They weren’t.
For the business section, the paper sur
veyed local manufacturers, and this reporter
used a computer to tabulate information
about profits, investment plans and vari
ous aspects of the financial condition of
local industry. Other surveys followed.
High school students were asked about
the Persian Gulf war; teachers were asked
about the challenges facing their schools.
For a Sun day featu re se ctio n , the
Missoulian asked readers who have driven
their cars more than 100,000 miles to
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1990 and again in 1992,
the Missoulian used a computer to
help make sense of the statewide
results of legislative elections. In each case,
during the election campaign, the newspa
per conducted more than 240 interviews
and obtained additional information from
public records to construct a computer
database about the views and background
of everyone who had a chance of being in
the next Legislature. On the morning after
the election, the computer was told who had
won seats, and the Missoulian was able
to sort through a wealth of detail about
the Legislature that would convene in January.
When the p ro ject w as launched in
1990, 17 people worked on the research.
The interviews dealt with personal back

T

wice , in
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ground information and views on a vari
ety of topics, such as taxes, abortion and
the governor. Unlike a public-opinion poll,
the project was not based on a sample. It
involved conversations with every candi
date in the state and all incumbents as
well. The database was designed to handle
not only the basic statistics, but also the
reporters’ direct-quotation material.
he project resulted in a series, in
the days immediately following the
election, that described how the
new House and Senate members viewed
major issues—at least as of the election.
The series reviewed the differences be
tween the winners and losers, between
men and women, between newcomers to
the Legislature and the old-timers and
many other topics.
Each story was loaded with direct quo
tations straight from the database. If a
reporter was working on a story about the
environment, the database could provide a
printout of quotations from people who
had said interesting things about environ
mental issues. Reporters could be very spe
cific in requesting quotations or statistics
from the computer. They could get quota
tions about the environment from repre
sentatives from Missoula or from eastern
Montana, from those who hate the gover
nor or from admirers of the environmental
group Earth First!.
In the next legislative election year—
1992—the project was repeated. Once
again, more than 240 interviews were con
ducted with candidates for the House and
Senate. This time the team had the benefit
of experience. There was a feeling that the
1990 project had been too broad and had
strayed into some areas that were insignifi
cant. The 1992 project was more carefully
focused. The technical construction of the
database also was improved. Ju st as in
1990, a series was launched immediately
after the election. It touched on a variety
of topics and explained some statewide
differences between the winners and the
losers of the election.
Learning to use computers takes a lot
of time, and it can be really quite tedious.
But at every step along the way, you will
find stories. As you leam to use a good data

T
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base program or spreadsheet, each new
feature that you master will give you new
ideas about using computers in journalism.
It can be helpful to learn to use a pro
gram in advance—not to simply figure
that you’ll learn the technical skills if you
ever launch a project. It certainly is possi
ble to jump right into a project—with no
knowledge of computers—and learn it all
as you go. The experience of some of the
M issoulian reporters shows this can be
accomplished with positive results.
The best story ideas may not even occur
to you until you have a good grasp of
what can be done with a particular com
puter program. And if you do come up
with a story idea, that’s not the best time
to be starting a technical education—
when you could be devoting your energy
to the research itself. And if you already
know how to use a good computer pro
gram before you begin a project, you will
make fewer mistakes in tailoring a spread
sheet or database to your specific needs. In
turn, this will probably increase your effi
ciency and the odds of your success.
There are plenty of opportunities for
learning how to use com puters: Short
courses, offered through many vocational
schools or high school adult education
classes, teach people how to use the most
common spreadsheets and databases.
any reporters settle for using
computers to read information
that’s on other computers. This
can be a useful way of getting campaignfinance material, updates on the status of
legislation or background clips. But there
is so much more that computers have to
offer. Using computers only to read com
mercial and government files—instead of
using them to make sense out of your own
independent research—is like writing stories
from an encyclopedia instead of interviews.
The first mistake about computers is
thinking that you have to like them. But
the second mistake is thinking that com
puters can make your job easier: Computers
can be a valuable tool in journalism—but
not because they reduce your workload.
The real value of computers—especially
on the most difficult projects—is that they
change the limits of what is possible, m jr

M

Using computers
only to read com
mercial and gov
ernment files...is
like writing
stories by using
an encyclopedia
instead o f
interviews.
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Keeping the doors and files open
Montana news groups have scored big hits in recent
years, but the battle’s not over
By C lemens P. W ork

ere ’ s a

T reasure S tate

H

export m o st p eo p le

don ’t know about. It w on ’t help the balance o f
trade, but it m ay prove priceless: M o n ta n a n s’

enshrined in the 1972 con
stitution , and thus, is much
Right to Know is being touted as a model open government
harder to change than a state
statute. That the law is seen
law to the emerging democracies of central as such a safeguard of democratic access
and eastern Europe. Jane Kirtley, director probably comes as no surprise to the news
of the Reporters Committee for Freedom people and lawyers in Montana who have
of the Press in Washington, D .C., told a used it in recent years to successfully pry
statewide Freedom of Information confer open the doors of government. As state
ence in Great Falls in May that the state’s Supreme Court justice R.C. McDonough
law is so w ell regard ed becau se it is pointed out in a 1990 case, AP v. Board of

M ontana's F O I Hotline— just a phone call away
J anuary , Billings Gazette
editor Dick Wesnick picked up the
phone and called Helena. He want
ed to know whether Yellowstone County
officials could withhold details of a settle
ment with a county employee based on
privacy. The employee was a deputy coun
ty attorn ey who had been placed on
administrative leave, then later agreed to
resign in exchange for $30,000.
In Hel ena, law yer Jim R eynolds, a
partner in the firm of Reynolds, M otl,
Sherwood and Wright, told Wesnick that
a December 1992 state Supreme Court
decision involving the mayor of Hamilton
solidly backs up the claim that the settle
ment information is public. Reynolds then
sent a letter to the Yellowstone County
Attorney, pointing out the Hamilton case.
All in a day’s work for the M ontana
FO I H o tlin e , now in its six th year.
Reynolds’ firm is paid a monthly retainer
of $400 to field phone calls from Hotline
members with questions about access to

E

arly in

Associate Professor
C lem W o rk is in his
fourth year on the faculty
at the UM School of
Journalism. He was
deputy business editor at
17.S. News and World
Report and was assistant
director of the Reporters
Committee for
Freedom of the Press.
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meetings, court proceedings and public
records. The lawyers also answer ques
tions about gag orders, subpoenas and
search w arrants, but do not deal with
libel questions. Hotline use has been aver
aging half a dozen consultations a month.
M ost questions are answered on the
phone. May a city council close an execu
tive session to discuss contract negotiation
strategy? N o, the collective bargaining
exemption to the state Open Meetings
Law was recently struck down by the
state high court (See accompanying story).
Others take some digging. Are unemploy
ment compensation claims public records?
Reynolds researches the statutes and finds
a handful of regulations that tend to sup
port a reporter’s claim of access.
Occasionally, the issues become full
blown legal cases. For example, in the
Yellowstone County case, an attorney for
the coun ty fired b ack , argu in g the
Hamilton case didn't apply. That same
day, television station KTVQ in Billings,
10
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Public E ducation, the law is “ unique,
clear and unequivocal” ; the sole exception
is “ cases where the demand of individual
privacy clearly exceeds the merits of public
disclosure.”
Granted, the exception is big enough to
drive a truck through, but the law has
proved a bulwark for access. Three state
Supreme Court decisions, in cases litigated
by M ontana press groups, have struck
down statutory provisions because they
conflicted with the constitution.
The 1990 case involved two state enti
ties on opposite sides of a lawsuit. An AP
reporter was shut out of a litigation strate
gy session held by the Board of Public
Education. The board noted that the Open
Meetings Law allowed closures for that
purpose. The AP, daily newspapers and
press trade groups sued, arguing that the
constitution prevailed. The state Supreme
Court unanimously agreed. The litigation
strategy exception was narrowed in the
amended law, but still applies when a non
government entity is a party to the lawsuit.
In 1991 the same groups sued the state
in AP v. State o f Montana to undo a new
law that sealed affidavits in support of
criminal charges or warrants. The law was
so blatantly unconstitutional that Attorney

General Marc Racicot said he would not
defend it. Later the state Supreme Court
endorsed his judgment with another unan
imous decision. From the days of territori
al government. . .” wrote Chief Justice
Jean Tumage , “ [criminal affidavits] have
been open for public inspection. The per
ception of fairness in our judicial system,
the ability o f the criminally accused to
defend themselves, and the public’s knowl
edge about criminal proceedings all benefit
from allowing public access. . . ”
Last Nov. 12 the state high court shot
down the rem aining exception to the
Open Meetings Law, discussing collective
bargaining strategy, in Great Falls Tribune
Co. v. Great Falls Public Schools. The Tribune
claimed that the school trustees had evad
ed open meetings provisions in discussing
labor negotiations with a unit of school
aides. The board claimed it had not held
any secret meetings and was covered by
the collective bargaining exception. A dis
trict court agreed, but the state Supreme
Court reversed, in a 6-1 decision.
The court held that the case did not
involve “ a matter of individual privacy
(the loophole in the constitution) but
involves a public agency desiring privacy.”
Dissenting justice Fred (continued on p. 59)

seeking the same information, sued the
county. The state Supreme Court ordered
the county to tell a district judge precisely
why it paid the attorney the $30,000.
The FOI Hotline also goes to court to
enforce access rights. Last fall, Helena
District Judge Thom as Honzel ruled in
favor o f the H otline and other media
plaintiffs in two cases. He held that a blanket
ban on mining exploration information
was unconstitutional, and he ordered cor
rections officials to release the names of
seven g u a rd s d isc ip lin e d a fte r the
September 1991 Deer Lodge prison riot that
left five inmates dead.
In M ay more than 50 news people,
attorneys, judges, county officials and
educators attended the Hotline’s first con
ference, in Great Falls. Jane Kirdey, execu
tive director of The Reporters Committee
for Freedom of the Press, warned of the
“ elevation of personal privacy claims to a
dangerous level” to curtail public access
to courtroom s and to historically open

government information. Panel sessions
explored the status of freedom of infor
mation in the state, access to M ontana
courts and privacy versus the pu blic’s
right to know.
The Hotline was started on April 1,
1988, to handle a rising number of legal
inquiries from journalists. Organized as a
non-profit corporation, it is supported by
a coalition of M ontana news organiza
tions, including all 11 daily newspapers,
15 weeklies, four broadcast stations, the
Associated Press and trade groups includ
ing the Montana Newspaper Association,
the M ontana Broadcasters A ssociation
and Montana Press Women. In addition
to members’ contributions, the Hotline
has received about $4,500 from the state
SPJ chapter and $4,500 in grants from
First Amendment Funding, Inc. of Phoenix.
Chairman of the board and sparkplug of the
H otline is Joh n K uglin, AP M ontana
bureau chief. Ian Marquand of KPAX-TV
in Missoula is vice-chairman.
m jr
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That the law is
seen as such a
safeguard o f
democratic
access probably
comes as no
surprise to the
news people
and lawyers in
Montana who
have used it in
recent years to
successfully pry
open the doors
o f government.
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Montana brain drain
Small markets just can't pay enough to hold
] -School broadcasting graduates in the state
By B il l K n o w l e s

t ’s f r a n t ic t im e in

I

the W CBS-TV new sroom in N ew

York. Channel 2 N ew s at Five is a few minutes from
air. R e p o r te r s are “ c r a s h in g ” la st-m in u te s to r ie s.

happening. Certainly not

Anchors are going over their scripts. The w eatherm an is enough money. He moved

on, from anchor-reporter in
M issoula to be a generalapproaching storm. It’s the producer of this hour-long “ monster,” assignment reporter in Al
toona, Pa., (ADI 83). Then
it was on to newscast pro
as the staff calls it, who must juggle this ducer’s jobs in Harrisburg, Pa. (ADI 47)
enormous pressure. A “ show producer” in and WCAU-TV in Philadelphia (ADI 4).
the country’s No. 1 market is one of the Finally, after three years in Pennsylvania,
real power jobs in all of television news. Shane made the jump to WCBS-TV in
Who is this wizard?
New York (ADI 1).
Is he a brash, tough-talking graduate of
“ When I made the decision to go to
Columbia University’s legendary Graduate Altoona, my mother said she then knew
School o f Journalism ? N o. H e’s Shane how her p aren ts felt when they left
Bishop from Conrad, Mont., a 1986 grad Norway to come to the America,” Bishop
uate of The University of Montana School recalls. “ That frightened me. I did a lot of
of Journalism.
growing up. But the station had as many
The career path of Shane Bishop is an em ployees as all o f the four-station
example of a longstanding problem faced M o n tan a T elev ision N etw o rk . From
by units of higher education in sparsely Altoona it was a matter of geography,
populated states—particularly in broad making contacts in Pennsylvania and mov
cast news where salaries are nearly always ing up the market ladder.”
dictated by market size. It’s a form of
O f the contrast between Conrad and
“ brain d rain.” M ontana taxpayers pay New York, Bishop says there are generally
more than three-quarters of the cost of a two kinds o f people who grow up in
resident’s education, then often see that small-town Montana:
person go out of state to put that educa
“ You grow up and you see the people
tion
to work.
who stick around town. A lot of them are
Professor BILL
In B ish o p ’s case, he’s already co n  wedded to the land. You know if you
K nowles teaches
tributed something to Montana television. want to do something else you have to go
broadcast journalism at
UM. He was bureau
While seeking his broadcast journalism somewhere else.”
chief for ABC News in
degree, he worked part-time at KPAX-TV,
Shane’s wife, Erika Colness Bishop, has
Atlanta, Washington
the CBS affiliate in Missoula. Upon gradu a similar story. The Colness family has dis
D.C. and Los Angeles.
ation, he was hired by KPAX full-time to tinct M ontana ro o ts: an early family
be one of its news anchors.
homestead near Bainville. Erika’s father
But Missoula wasn’t enough for Shane was raised in Red Lodge, her mother in
Bishop. Not enough challenge. Not enough Libby. E rika’s father was a opera per-

b a d g e r in g the p r o d u c e r fo r m o re tim e to h a n d le an
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former and professor and her mother a After completing her UM course work two
Martha Graham dancer, so she grew up in years a g o , Kerri Lee chose to do her
M o n ta n a , M ich igan and elsew h ere, internship at KHQ-TV in Spokane (ADI
including New York. After beginning col 80). She knew right out of school that she
lege at New York University, Erika recalls, wanted to be a TV news producer. Lee
“ I needed to get back to my roots.” She was so effective at the Spokane station
tran sferred to UM and g rad u a te d in that before her internship ended she was
Radio-Television. She served as producer hired full-tim e. And again her perfor
of a UM student documentary unit pro mance was so strong at KHQ that a con
duction, “ Sex Education in M isso u la, sultant employed by a competing station
How Much Is Too M uch?” Also while in recommended her for a job with his client
school, Erika worked as assistant news in Grand Rapids, Mich., (ADI 37), to get
director of KUFM/KGPR, Montana Public her out of the market.” The Michigan sta
Radio.
tion made Lee a good offer, and she took
the job.
A ftf.r E rika and S hane married in
Less than a year later, a feeler came
L \ 1987, Erika took a radio news job from The Jan e Whitney Show in New
A. A.in Altoona and then went to a pro York, a syndicated talk show seen on
gramming assignment with a cable compa many stations around the country. Again,
ny near Harrisburg. She then joined The the offer was too lucrative to pass up.
Joan Rivers Show in New York as a “ line However, the “ sleaze factor” in that kind
producer” in charge of all aspects of spe of television was extremely distasteful to
cific Rivers broadcasts. Just recently Erika Lee. Again after a feeler, Lee was hired by
left the Rivers show, signing a three-year KOMO-TV in Seattle as one of three pro
contract with Paramount to perform the ducers o f N orthw est Afternoon, a live
same duties on The Maury Povich Show.
afternoon talk show that has been number
“ We don’t plan to stay here forever,” one in its time period for nine years.
said Erika from suburban New Jersey.
“ I’m about as close to M ontana as I
Right now we’re going for the bucks. But likely will ever get,” Lee says from her
even tu ally we w ant to w ork in the new digs in Seattle. It’s clearly a matter of
Northwest and raise our kids there.”
compensation for talent:
Conrad is the hometown of another TV
“ When I started full-time in Spokane I
producer who made it to the big time. knew I was making more money in my

We don't plan
to stay here for
much longer.
Right now
we're going for
the bucks.

What TV jobs pay today. . .
M arket Size

A D I 1-25

ADI 26-50

ADI 7 6 -100

N ew s Anchor

$ 1 5 4 ,1 6 9

$ 8 0 ,3 4 3

$ 4 1 ,7 3 5

$ 3 0 ,8 2 5

$ 2 4 ,9 1 2

N ew s Producer

$ 4 0 ,3 7 8

$ 2 9 ,0 5 9

$ 2 2 ,7 4 8

$ 1 8 ,8 7 9

$ 1 8 ,7 7 7

N ew s R eporter

$62,221

$ 3 5 ,7 7 7

$ 2 1 ,3 2 3

$ 1 7 ,0 3 3

$ 1 6 ,4 0 7

N ew s Photographer

$39,531

$ 2 6 ,5 9 9

$ 1 9 ,2 1 8

$ 1 5 ,8 4 2

$15,691

Sportscaster

$ 9 8 ,4 6 7

$55,811

$ 3 1 ,9 5 3

$ 2 3 ,4 8 6

$ 2 1 ,8 5 3

W eathercaster

$111,580

$ 6 1 ,3 4 5

$34,151

$ 2 8 ,2 1 3

$ 2 4 ,0 3 5

Assignm ent Editor

$ 3 6 ,8 6 4

$ 3 0 ,1 7 0

$ 2 6 ,1 8 3

$ 2 1 ,0 1 0

$ 2 1 ,1 1 6

A D I 126-150

ADI 151 +

Position

SOURCE: National Association of Broadcasters, August 1993.These are average salaries; starting salaries are lower. Montana markets or
Areas of Dominant Influence (ADIs) include: Billings, ADI 172; Missoula, ADI 177; Great Falls, ADI 182 and Butte/Bozeman, ADI 190.
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Rebecca Louis can
write her own scripts
at KFBB-TV in Great
Falls, but she knows
her next job will
have to be out of
state.
(Liz H ahn ]

We stopped
thinking about
brain drain
some time ago.
Our salaries are
limited by the
size o f the
market. We
understand
some Montana
kids yearn for
other places.
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first job than reporters and anchors make hands always dirty, being under pressure
all day when I’m at work, and especially
in Montana.”
Is brain drain a problem for Montana when I have to anchor at night. I just
know that being at CNN and being on a
and the UM School of Journalism?
“ Absolutely,” says Lee. “ You look at restricted schedule and always knowing
the J-School, so well respected inside and what I’m going to do each day would not
outside the state. It’s unfortunate that challenge me enough to make me happy. If
m ore o f its g ra d u a te s c a n ’t stay in I had gone to CNN I would be pushing a
cam era around for a year and writing
scripts for other people. Here I get to write
my own scripts and do my own show. I
have control and it’s me and I’m learn
ing.”
But Rebecca knows that her next step
will be to a market out of state, probably
between ADI 80 and 110. She, too has her
sights set on the big time.“ I want to work
for ESPN someday or if not there in a topten market.” So while this former Montana
Kaimin sports editor, Sportsweek reporter
and KUFM intern is applying her consid
erable talent in Montana, it won’t be long
until the state loses another brain.
W hat does brain d rain mean to
Montana broadcasters?
“ We stopped thinking about (brain
Montana. I look at the newscasts they’re drain) some time ago,” says Don Bradley,
doing in Montana and they’re so archaic. general m anager for more than three
The money isn’t there, the support isn’t decades o f KRTV, the CBS affiliate in
there, so all these people that are trained Great Falls. “ Our salaries are limited by
at UM with state funds take their educa the size of our markets. We understand some
tion out of the state and somebody else Montana kids yearn for other places.”
benefits. It would be great to see some of
T h is d o e sn ’t m ean, however, that
the people who come out of the J-School Montana’s broadcasting stations are hurt
stay in Montana and become mentors for ing for trained reporters. What’s happen
younger people who start in M ontana’s ing is sort of a reverse brain drain, as jour
small markets.”
nalism graduates from larger universities
Another recent UM broadcast journal in urban areas apply for, and get, entryism grad, Rebecca Louis of Ennis, made a level jobs in Montana.
difficult decision to stay in M ontana, at
least for now. A basketball and volleyball
&RD OF A JO B OPENING in Montana
standout in high school, she had always
television news brings a flood of
wanted to be a sportscaster. Between her
audition tapes from nearly every
junior and senior year, Rebecca interned at
where in the country. People come
CN N Sports Late Night. She was so suc M ontana, accept payment partially in
cessful that after grad uation in 1992, scenery, spend a year or two here, then go
C N N offered her a job on its Headline on to bigger salaries elsewhere.
News channel.
“ It would be a lot better for Montana
Louis accepted and was actually in broadcasting if we had a Spokane some
Atlanta, ready to begin work, when news where in the state,” says Bradley of the
d ire cto r D ick Pom pa o f G reat F a lls ’ state’s many small markets.
KFBB-TV called and offered her a position
Montana’s largest market, Billings (ADI
as weekend sports anchor and weekday 1 7 2 ), isn ’t all th at much larger than
general assignment reporter. She took it, Missoula (ADI 177) or Great Falls (ADI
said goodbye to C N N before she ever 182). Salaries always will be smaller in
started, and doesn’t regret her decision:
Montana because markets are so small.
“ KFBB offered me a chance to do what
The national rating service Arbitron
I absolutely love to do. I love the pressure. determines Areas of Dominant Influence.
I love the hard work. I love being in it, my They include not only the immediate sur

W
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rounding area but nearby towns where a
television station has an impact. So the
Billings ADI includes Hardin and Miles
City, the Great Falls ADI includes Havre
and the Missoula ADI includes Kalispell.
G reat Falls native Ju lie W alker is a
recent Radio-TV graduate who had a suc
cessful internship at KRTV, but at the time
there were no job openings. So when her
six-week internship ended, she packed up
and headed for San Francisco. She found a
job in a small video production house in
Oakland that does mainly legal work. But
there were problems with the neighbor
hood (“ a crack house was next d o o r” )
and Walker was asked to endure uncaring
management of a firm that could be gener
ously described as marginal.

Johnson traded in long hours at low pay
in Missoula for a weatherman’s job in the
“ city of big shoulders.”
Brain drain will always exist because
Montana is what it is, a large community
made up of comparatively small clusters of
people separated by huge chunks of land
scape. The upside, however, is that the job
a University o f M ontana graduate may
reject to go out of state will be snapped up
by somebody from California or Illinois or
wherever, because that person can’t get an
entry-level job closer to home.
The nomadic nature of broadcast news
is a matter of sheer economics. For exam
ple Great Falls has 61,800 TV households,
com pared to Spokane where there are
310,000 TV households. New York con
tains 6,749,500 households and central
A L K E R N O W U PD A TES D A TA BA SES
ized media enclaves. More viewers trans
for Information Access Company lates into more dollars in a news worker’s
o f F o ste r C ity, C a lif ., a Z iff pocket.
Communications subsidiary that publishes
business directories. Somewhat out of her
field, she handles that with mixed emotions.
“ I want to do something challenging,” Julie
says. “ I want to use my head. But I do like
working for a big company. I got benefits
from first day and the job pays the bills.
That part of it is terrific.”
Finally, a reverse brain-drain story that
suddenly reversed again. Missoula-raised Len
Johnson left a reporter/weatherman job at
WBFF-TV in Baltimore to come home this
past summer to be an anchor/reporter at
KECI-TV in Missoula.
Johnson graduated from UM in 1985,
stayed in Montana long enough to work
on the High Country Independent Press in
Belgrade, then left for Arizona and an edi
tor’s job on the Prescott Sun. Len switched
How to stop brain drain? Broadcasters
to television as an anchor/reporter for have about as much chance of doing that
K Y M A in Y um a, then m oved on to as trying to keep the weather from turning
KOLO-TV in Reno before his Baltimore chilly in October. But KFBB-TV’s Rebecca
assignment. Through most of his out-of- Louis says they could do som ething to
state career Len yearned for the quality of slow it down:
life he came to love in Montana:
“ If we were paid a little bit more and if
“ I was brought up on fishing and hunt the opportunity itself were a little more
ing. Once you get that in your blood you attractive it would be much easier to hold
can’t get it out. I would save my money people in Montana. At my station we have
and race out to M ontana to fly-fish for a lot of people who are really good. They
two weeks a year.”
know how to get the job done. But with
Johnson, however, will have to continue equipment limitations it’s very difficult to
those dashes back to M on tan a. Ju st a alw ays do your best w ork. E specially
month into his KECI-TV stint, and in the when you are working with a staff of ded
middle of an extensive ad campaign pro icated people, everyone gets very frustrat
moting his return to M issoula, his agent ed. If we had a little bit better equipment
called with a big-dollar offer from WFLD- or a little more staff or maybe just one
TV, the Fox affiliate in Chicago (ADI 3). more photographer. . . ”
m jr

It would be a
lot better for
Montana
broadcasting if
we had a
Spokane
somewhere in
the state.
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Len Johnson came
home to Missoula as
a news anchor at
KECI-TV, but a much
higher-paying job as a
weathercaster in
Chicago lured him
back out after only a
month.
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Rockin' the boat in Choteau
Nobody said it would be easy trying to make a go
o f it with a small-town weekly
By DAVE Z E L IO

he

T

C hoteau A cantha

office isn’t very big, and

the m an’s voice w as very loud. It seemed to carry
down the street, past the post office and the VFW

philosophy for the newspa
per w as “ D o n ’t rock the
bar, two blocks aw ay on M ain Street. It w as loud, sh ak
boat.”
ing with anger and accusatory. “ W ho do you think you
If Nordhagen ran the paper
unimaginatively, the Mar
tinsens have brought a different tone to
are?” he yelled. “ You are cold, that’s all I
can say. You must have a heart of stone. the paper and to Choteau. The paper is no
You obviously d on’t have kids. I hope longer a “ community bulletin board,” as
Mel puts it. More in spirit with its name, a
something bad happens to your family.”
Long, a burly man in his late 50s, about Greek word for a thorny type of flower,
5 feet 8 inches tall and more than 200 the Acantha now aggressively gives Teton
poun d s, paused only to run his hand County readers what they want to know
through his graying hair. He occasionally (high school sports, agricultural trends
pleaded with M ontana Highway Patrol and updates, property tax increases) and
Officer Roger Kelly, who was standing what Mel thinks they need to know (why
those taxes are going up, dwindling med
silently nearby.
“ Can’t you stop this?” he asked, know ical care in Teton County and how deci
sions by state lawmakers in Helena affect
ing the answer was no.
All anyone could do was watch. Because local residents).
Mel and Jeff are locals, and the paper is
while the uneasy attention of the dozen or
so people in the office that night was on often a family affair. Mel’s parents own a
Long, control of the situation rested with farm in Bynum, 13 miles north of Choteau,
the object of his abuse: Melody Martinsen, and there are relatives scattered between
the farm and Great Falls. The family usu
the slender, quiet editor of the Acantha.
ally pitches in on Tuesdays, helping to
fold, stuff and label the papers for release
ast summer , when L ong and his rel
atives took their grieving anger to the on Wednesday. Jeff’s mother, Sally Walker,
A cantha's office, M elody (M el to is the paper’s part-time bookkeeper.
D ave Z elio is a
Mel, who wrote poetry and still reads
everyone who knows her, except maybe
reporter for Associated
city and county officials) and husband Jeff voraciously, says she knew journalism was
Press in Omaha, Neb.,
were in their third year of owning and her true love before entering high school.
and worked as an intern
“ I worked for the high school paper,
running Choteau’s weekly paper and the
at the Acantha in 1993.
The G ro w l” she says. “ I remember writ
attached printing shop. They were 26.
He is completing his B.A.
in journalism at The
Nothing like this had happened at the ing a feature on the cutest couple in school
University of Montana.
Acantha for a long time, if ever. Richard and later, an editorial on why the paper
Nordhagen, who ran the paper for more refused to accept dedications.
“ The dedications were always cruel,
than 20 years before selling it to the
M artinsens, once told Mel his defining saying why the boys didn’t like a certain

L
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girl because she was fat or something. It
just didn’t seem right.”
Mel entered the School of Journalism at
the University of Montana in 1987, grab
bing the school’s top graduate honor from
the Society of Professional Journalists in
1987. She missed a perfect 4.0 grade point
average because of ‘B’ marks in clarinet lessons.
A summer internship at the Fairfield
Times, just 17 miles south o f Choteau,
gave Mel an early taste of weekly journal
ism. At the time, she had completed only
beginning reporting and ph otograph y
classes at the Journalism School.
“ I did everything,” she says. “ I took all
the pictures, developed them, made PMTs,
sold ads, wrote four or five stories and the
e d ito ria l. “ It w as a g re at exp erien ce
because it reaffirmed my belief in my major.”
B E E N A L O N G W E E K E N D . On
Saturday, June 18, 1992, Choteau rancher
Chip M cGillis, a father of three, was
killed in a car accident returning home
from Fairfield’s annual Swim Days. MHP
officials said factors included “ excessive
speed and alcohol.” Mel, who had until
M onday night to write a story on the
tragedy, called the G reat Falls Tribune,
which ran the story the next day.
Alcohol was mentioned in the Tribune story.

I

T HAD

On Monday Mel wrote a story of the
accident, planning to run it on page 5. She
interview ed K elly o f the M HP, who
watched M cG illis die in his arm s, and
who told her that the blood-alcohol con
tent for McGillis was above the legal limit
of .10. Then she sent the family a draft of the
Acantha story, which said that speed and
alcohol were factors in the accident.
“ That was my first mistake,” Mel says.
“ I wanted to be sensitive to their grief, to
prepare them if I could for the story that
would run on Wednesday. I would never
do that again.”
About 5 p.m. Monday, McGillis family
friend Tom Guthrie came to the Acantha
and asked Mel to delete the reference to
alcohol. Guthrie, who had written a onequarter page eulogy for McGillis in place
of an obituary, said M cGillis’ three chil
dren—all less than 10-years-old—would
be devastated to learn their father had
died because he had been drinking.
Mel was polite but firm.
“ I’m sorry, Tom, but it’s the truth and
that’s how I have to tell it,” she said. “ It
may serve as a deterrent to others, and
help them somehow.”
Guthrie left, but returned a short time
later with Long, the father-in-law of McGillis,
and several others. The confrontation,

The biggest
issue was
whether we had
the courage to
do it, whether
we could rise to
the challenge.
We gave up a
lifestyle for a
lifestyle.

It hadn't figured in their life
plans, but Melody and Jeff
Martinsen became owners
and editors of the Choteau
Acantha in 1989, when
they were each 24 years old.
(DON LABAUGH)
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mostly between Long and Melody, quickly
grew ugly. By 10 p.m., eight people were
wedged between the office door and the
Acantha's counter, including Kelly and
Teton County Sheriff George Anderson.
There was shouting, and Long spent much
of the night shaking his finger in Mel’s face.
Later two men stopped by the office,
and Jeff took them outside to talk. The
men represented the paper’s largest adver
tiser. They told Jeff there was “ concern”
over the M cGillis story, and hoped the
issue would be settled quietly.
“ I told them to leave, that I didn’t want
to hear anything m ore,” Je ff said that
night. “ What else could I do? If I listen,
they dictate what we do.”

M ontana N ew spaper
A ssociation Awards
won by the Acantha:
1990
Spot News
Honorable Mention
1991
Spot News Picture
First Place
Community Service
First Place
Agriculture Reporting
First Place
Outdoor Reporting
First Place
1992
In-Depth Reporting
First Place
General Excellence
Honorable Mention
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A
D V E R T ISIN G D O L L A R S are critical to
/ \ the Acantha. Many weekly owners
JL ^.supplem ent their incomes by print
ing jobs, but the Acantha's 1991 figures
show that advertising made up 46 percent,
printing jobs 29 percent, subscriptions 18
percent and school and printing supplies 7
percent of the newspaper's income. Last
year the Martinsens’ gross income was about
$192,000, for an average of $15,800 per
month.
But add in salaries and other fixed costs
and the earnings quickly disappear. The
couple pays about $1,200 per month for
the paper. The M artinsens bought the
Acantha and the print shop from Nordhagen for about $200,000 in 1989. Of the
$30,000 down payment, the Martinsens
paid $10,000, borrowing the rest from
family members. (Mel points out that none
of the money came from her parents and says
local gossip accusing the Bynum ranch of
funding the paper are untrue.)
And yet Jeff and Melody hope to in
crease the staff by one more reporter.
Currently, the paper has six employees in
ad d itio n to the M artin se n s. I t’s not
enough. “ But I think we both knew what
we were getting in to ,” Mel says. “ We
knew we would be giving up the 9 to 5
routine, working odd hours and weekends
and nights.”
Mel was hired by the Tribune immedi
ately after graduating from UM. She was
given the health and education beat, work
ing from 1 p.m. to 10 p.m., which was fine
(“ I’m not a morning person” ). After two
years, Mel was switched to the copy desk
for six months and then spent a year cov
ering federal and district courts.
“ It was great,” she says. “ The Trib had

a thorough beat system, and they reallv
cared about covering Cascade County and
Great Falls. I adopted their philosophy of
giving readers what they should have and
not just what they want. They were also
willing to go to bat against public officials
over access issues. I was really happy work
ing there.”
But Jeff, a Washington state native
hated Great Falls. The two had been mar
ried early in 1989, and Jeff had been hired
as the business manager for a Great Falls
subcontracting firm. The Martinsens did
not consider the Acantha until Nordhagen,
who had suffered a heart attack, called and
offered to sell the paper.
“ I w asn’t too excited about moving
back to Choteau,” Mel says. “ It never fig
ured in my plans. I mean, I was at the
Tribune, the best paper in the state, mak
ing a decent salary with benefits.”
In the end, the challenge of owning
their own business and being close to their
families spurred the couple to go for it.
The Martinsens were 24 .
“ The biggest issue was whether we had
the courage to do it, whether we could rise
to the challenge,” Mel says. “ And we also
know that if young people continue to
leave small, rural towns, the towns won’t
survive. We gave up a lifestyle for a lifestyle.”
The Martinsens had their work cut out
for them. The paper, a broadsheet printed
in a seven-column format, played second
fiddle to printing jobs. Advertising rates
were an abysmally low $1.60 per column
inch, and upping them immediately would
have sent some customers to Fairfield or
the Tribune. Worse still, the switch to six
colum ns (the p a p e r’s current format)
would actually lose money.
Mel began to use Pagemaker to design
the paper, and advertising rates have crept
up to $2.75 per column inch. Jeff says a
50 percent ad line generally makes money.
More important, the Acantha's cover
age began to change. Mel says she had a
beat system ready before she arrived in
Choteau, including education, city, county
and federal governm ent, agriculture,
sports, business and industry. She added a
‘People’ page, with coming events, columns
from the nursing home and an infrequent
feature on a local business or resident.
“ Grip and grin” photos were scrapped in
favor of news and scenic shots to keep
out-of-state subscribers happy, Mel says.
Last summer, the paper added an editorial
page and last fall, a cartoonist. The page
18
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has included colum ns from Gov. Marc
But from Kotynski, Mel heard something
Racicot, sales tax foe Robert Natelson and d iffe r e n t.“ He said he understood the
American Farm Bureau Federation Executive dilemma I was in, that it wasn’t so easy to
Director Richard Newpher.
print the information and live here after I
“ People love it,” Mel says. “ I was wor printed it,” she says. “ He said the Trib would
ried about readers confusing my opinions have no problem printing the inform a
with my news stories, but there haven’t tion—which they in fact had—but he said he
been any real problems. I don’t feel [the would certainly understand the situation if
page) has caused me to slant my coverage I didn’t.”
in any way.” The editorials have ranged
from criticism of local city officials for
hen M el hung up the phone, it
holding meetings without public notice to
was after 11 p.m. and she had
a call for U.S. Interior Secretary Bruce
not written any of her page one
Babbitt to heed ranchers' demands to not stories. By his own admission, Jeff is not a
raise federal grazing fees.
journalist, and he usually defers to Mel on
“ All in all, I’m satisfied with the design coverage. But he is extremely practical and
and the photos,” Mel says. “ I would be is driven to put out a quality paper.
satisfied with the content if I had another
“Jeff told me that I had to make a deci
reporter, which is just not financially pos sion and stick by it,” Mel says. “ We were
sible right now. I think we’re doing a good on deadline.” She deleted the information
job of covering the area, and people have and started writing
responded well to the changes.”
The very next day she realized she had
made the w rong choice. It d idn’t help
T
o n g ’ s thrkat of a lawsuit surprised
when the Fairfield Times, included the
everyone. The tense argument, which information in its Wednesday story.
JL ^ s e e m e d to drag on for hours, had
“ My decision was based on the emo
lasted probably less than an hour. Once tion of the moment,” Mel says. “ I sold my
the McGillis friends and relatives had left, principles down the river. I didn’t sleep at
Jeff locked the door and went back to work.
all that night—I just stayed up crying. If I
A phone call from the family—who said had printed it, I would have felt bad, but
a counselor had told them the McGillis chil not dirty.”
dren would be “ psychologically destroyed”
Part of the problem, she says, was wor
if they read their father had been drunk when rying about local reaction to the story.
he died—left Mel shaking.
“ But in the afterm ath, we received so
“ I don’t think I lost my composure until much support from the community after
after they left,” she says. “ I guess that I let they heard about the confrontation that
the things Mr. Long said to me that night we could have survived any advertising
about children affect me.”
campaign,” Mel says. “ In this business, you
The story was now in danger of being simply have to be prepared to take the heat.
printed without the blood-alcohol information.
“ All I can do is learn and grow.”
Mel made several calls that night to
Jeff and Mel are considering a vacation
UM journ alism p ro fe sso rs C aro l Van this fa ll— their first since buying the
Valkenburg and Dennis Swibold and to Acantba. The couple plans to move the
Tribune city editor Tom Kotynski. From paper into a larger building next year and
Van Valkenburg she received assurances Mel says there are other goals.
that the Acantba was on solid legal grounds in
“ At some point we would like to have a
printing the blood-alcohol information. family,” she says. “ Two kids, I guess, and
Swibold told Mel there was no decision to hopefully by 35. But then, we’re going to
be made: The alcohol data was essential.
be here for a while.”
m jr
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Five miles to the
south, beyond the
cluster o f buildings
that composed our
little town, rose two
buttes. They
appeared so close in
that clear air that a
visitor from Indiana
once proposed a
stroll to them before
breakfast. To the
west, twenty miles
distant, rose the
ragged w all o f the
Rocky M ountains,
and to the east and
north distance swam
to eternity, broken to
the north on bright
days by the blue
shadows o f the
Sweetgrass H ills on
the Canadian border.
O ur town was
Choteau . . . in north
central M ontana.
A.B. G uthrie
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In remembrance of the "Captain"
Dean Warren Brier’s annual pack trip to the
wilderness told volumes about the man
By G r e g M

a cD o n ald

H

is f a m il y k n e w h i m

AS A k i n d

and com passionate

father. H is students knew him as a caring and
dem anding teacher. H is colleagues in the jou r

now The Great Bear Wilder
ness Area south of Glacier
National Park for the annual
fellow faculty m em bers at the Jou rn alism School trea
“ frolic in the forest.”
sured him as a fair and dedicated leader. I knew him as all
Warren was allowed the
self-p ro claim ed rank of
of these, but more importantly, I knew the “ captain” by virtue of the fact that he did
late Warren Brier as a planner of great all of the planning for the trip. In fact, I
often thought that Warren enjoyed the
fishing trips—but a lousy fisherman.
Upon arriving in M issoula in early planning of the trip as much as the adven
August 1974, I called to inform my new ture itself. He attacked the trip plan the
boss of my arrival. I was told to call back way he attacked a story in need of editing.
next week. Warren w as on “ the pack No detail was too small. Each element
trip.” A non-fisherman then, little did I received special attention.
I was afforded my first opportunity to
realize what those three words “ the pack
join a special trip in 1975, my first full
trip” would come to mean to me.
Seeing him in the h allw ay o f the summer in Montana. CBS White House
Journalism building, or
trudging off to another
budget session in M ain
Hall, no one would ever
m istake W arren as an
outdoorsman. He was too
impeccable. Even on the
rare occasions when he
wore a sport shirt to the
office, it was starched. I
never remember seeing so
much as a scuff on his
trademark loafers.
Professor GREG
Yet, once a year,
M c D o n a ld , in his 20th
Warren traded in his tie
year at the UM School of
for a fishing pole—it was
Journalism,
never a “ rod” with War
is the acting chairman of
ren—dropped the title of
the Radio-TV Department.
Dean and donned “ cap
tain’s” bars to lead a group
of misfits off to what is
Wyrick’s pack animals carried the troops into the wilderness.
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[G reg M acD onald]

nalism business valued him as a consum m ate editor. H is

20

correspondent Bob Pierpoint was coming
to Libby with President Ford for the dedi
cation of the Libby Dam. Bob, a fishing
fanatic, had heard about the adventure
from trip regular Phil H ess and asked
Warren if a trip would be possible. Only
too willing to oblige, Warren arranged the
trip for the Labor Day weekend. Since few
of the regulars, who had just come out of
the w o o d s, w ere ab le to m ake the
Pierpoint trip, I was invited. When Warren
discovered that I could build a fire with
wet wood and cook, I was allotted a per
manent space in the tent and never missed
another trip. Because the state liquor
stores were on strike , Bob brought a case
of “ Wild Turkey” on the presidential press
plane. That assured him
a spot whenever he was
able to return.
Over the years the cast
of characters changed, as
m any o f the o rig in a l
trekkers left M on tan a
for bigger profession al
challenges. Occasionally,
they would com e back
from Texas or Washington
and know that, at least
for a week, Warren’s dili
gence would assure them
what most would consider
the trip of a lifetime.
Each expedition began
the sam e way. Shortly
after the first of the year,
form er
“ fr o lic k e r s ”
would receive a memo
from C ap tain Brier. It
included a list of possible
d a te s, p e rso n a l g e a r
required for the trip and
a list of assignments for
the upcom ing m onths.
Not surprisingly, Warren
would take care of most
of the work. He would
make motel reservations
for the night before the
trip, first in West Glacier
and then later at the Izaak Walton Inn in
Essex. He sent a preliminary inquiry to
our packer; Bill Wyrick, now also deceased,
at the Snow Slip Inn, although we were
never sure why Warren continued this futile
practice because Wyrick never responded.
Warren would then proceed to make
weekly phone calls to Bill through the
antiquated system that served that part of
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the world, first finding an operator that
understood what “ pinnacle three through
Shelby inward” meant, and then hoping
someone would answer the phone in the
bar and roust Bill aw ay from the pool
table. As spring approached Warren kept a
watchful eye on the snow pack reports,
fearing that too much runoff would make
the Middle Fork impassable and too little
would mean that we would miss the bull
trout run. Com e trip tim e, we alw ays
managed to ford the river and always man
aged to miss the bull run.
M ost years the pack trip began as soon
as the first out-of-towner arrived. All day
long we would ferry people from the air
port until the troops were all in place.
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With trademark cigar, Dean Brier
supervised all the details of his
annual “ frolic in the forest.”
| C liff R owe |

Following the traditional pre-trip dinner,
Warren would go over each detail of the
trip and every piece o f gear. He m ain
tained a lengthy inventory of the “ pool”
gear that had been acquired over the years
and what each member of the party need
ed to contribute.
Despite his diligence, one year Warren
left his own personal clothing behind in
October

1993
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The sight o f
seven days o f
facial growth
and the shortsleeved raincoat
failed to make
an impression
on the officer
who kept peer
ing into the
back o f the van
where a rifle
and several
handguns sat
perched atop
the duffel bags.
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his duffel, sitting on the garage floor. We
had plenty of extra clothes to go around,
although none of them quite fit his slender
frame. Fortunately, Warren carried a rain
coat in his day pack for the hike in. Un
fortunately, the raincoat belonged to his
daughter Karen and the sleeves made it
just about down to Warren’s elbows.
That, of course, was the year it rained.
It was also the year he volunteered to stay
behind and wait for the packer to retrieve
our supplies from the woods. I left him my
old telephone company van to haul our
b e lo n g in g s. D riv in g b ack so u th to
Missoula he was stopped by the Highway
Patrol for a burned-out tail light. The
sight of seven days of facial growth and
the short-sleeved rain co at apparen tly
failed to make an impression on the offi
cer, who kept peering into the back of the
van where a rifle and several handguns sat
perched ato p the duffel b ags. W arren
always carried a .357 Magnum while in
the woods in case of bear attacks, but to
the best of my knowledge, he never fired
it. After a lengthy stop and records search
he was finally sent down the road after
protesting to the officer “ Sir, I am the
D ean o f the Sch ool o f Jo u r n a lis m !” I
received a warning to fix my tail light, and
Warren received a $50 fine for driving
with a driver’s license that had expired
two years earlier. That night we took up a
collection and paid his fine.
took on a
comforting, familiar feel. The night
before going “ into the w oods” we
would play poker. The morning o f the
hike in we would arrive at the Snow Slip
at the appointed time and begin the hunt
for Bill the packer. He was never ready
and, despite the heroic efforts of Warren,
rarely even rem em bered th at we had
booked the trip. Generally he required
co pio u s am ount o f coffee to tam e the
effects of the previous night’s drinking.
The days on the river were usually
uneventful: Late breakfast, a little fishing,
“ the cocktail hour,” dinner, perhaps a lit
tle more fishing. Only rarely did Warren
bother to wet a line in the river, and in all
the years I accompanied him on the trip, I
never remember him actually catching a

T

he pack trips themselves
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fish, although he seemed quite pleased
whenever anyone else did. A particularly
good fish would always earn one a promo
tion from, say, corporal to lieutenant or
lieutenant to captain. Warren was always
careful to make sure than when he handed
out such promotions he promoted himself
to one rank higher; at the end of each trip
we all reverted to privates and he to captain.
the
discussion was as likely to center on
the appropriate role of the academic
vice-president in faculty hiring decisions as
it was on fishing and the wonders of the
M iddle Fork. The form er would have
made splendid seminars for graduate stu
dents thinking o f pursuing a career in
higher education; the latter were conserva
tion treatises w orthy o f T h oreau and
Leopold. The conversation was always
ch an gin g. The only co n stan ts around
those fires were a little snort of bourbon
and the ever-present cigars which ultimate
ly contributed to his early death. I was
never able to figure out how a journalist,
let alone a journalist who had worked for
the Associated Press in both New York
and Los A ngeles, could m aintain such
unswerving optim ism about his fellow
man and the human condition, yet that is
exactly what Warren did. He could have
run Boy’s Town, as he seemingly never met
a bad boy or man.
The trips continued right up to the
year before Warren died. The last conver
sation I had with him was about our next
trip. There has not been one since, al
though whenever two former “ frolickers”
get together there is talk of one.
I hiked into the Middle Fork in 1990,
two years after Warren’s death. The trail
along Granite Creek had been changed.
Instead o f beginning in cool subalpine
forests and meandering high above the
creek and over numerous little waterfalls,
it now spends its first mile in a clearcut.
The captain would have been disappoint
ed. But that night as I stood in front of the
fire, the way we had done so many nights
before, and watched the moon reflect off
Trinity Peak, I felt a presence and raised
my cup into the night air once more in
remembrance of the captain.
mjr

E

venings around th e campfire
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The First Amendment in Indian Country
Native American journalists are recognizing the value
o f a press free o f tribal censorship
By M

ark

Trahant

jk

bout

LA

A DOZEN y e a r s AGO,

I recall a speaker at the

N a tio n a l C o n gress o f A m erican In dian s telling

-^.trib al journalists that they were m odern w ar cor

o f Indian p o licie s at the
n ation al level. Carlos M o n 
tezuma, who published an
are identified by Indian political leaders as p art o f the
independent national news
defen se o f Indian Country. And p erh ap s that n otion is
p ap e r d u rin g the 1 9 2 0 s,
c o n tin u a lly p re sse d for
justified by the first 200 years of this
reform of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. He
country’s history, because during most
called the agency a “ worn-out old horse”
of that time, the existence of tribal gov
and advocated its abolition.
ernments has been under attack.
Many tribal newspapers have shared
The first test of
Indian press free
dom came with the
very first tribal pub
lication.Elias
Boudinot, a mixedb lo o d C h ero k ee,
w as e d ito r o f the
Cherokee Phoenix
when the tribe was
torn between those
who supported re
location to the In
d ian te rrito ry in
Oklahoma and those
w ho w a n te d to
sta y in G e o rg ia .
M ark T rahant is the
B o u d in o t w as on
executive news editor of
the
losing side. He
the Salt Lake Tribune.
He was formerly the
was fired as editor
editor of Navajo Nation
and later murdered
Today. This article is
for his beliefs.
excerpted from a
But m o st early
presentation he made to
tribal publications
The Freedom Forum.
rallied around the
theme of defense of Accompanied by their sons, treaty commissioner Jam es Garfield and
Indian Country and Flathead Chief Charlo met in 1905 to discuss the tribal reservation.
pressed for reform jUM ARCHIVES)

respondents. T h at is a telling statem ent: Tribal journalists
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M ontezum a’s pleas for national reform They are useful in distributing information
while sidestepping internal tribal debates. helpful to the cause, but a danger when
One such newspaper is the Yakima Nation reporting conflict within the tribal com
Review in Washington state. So that infor munity.
This happened to me, too. On Feb. 19,
mation will not be used against the Yak
1987,
then Chairman Peter MacDonald
ima government, the newspaper’s circula
ordered
tribal police to close the Navajo
tion is limited to tribal members. Issues
Times
Today—Indian
Country’s only dailycovered move the tribal consensus for
newspaper. The press was stilled, the staff
ward, irrespective of the outside world.
Tribal leaders are proud of their jour fired and when the newspaper reopened
nalists when they serve as war correspon months later as a weekly, it touted the ben
dents in the battle against the enemy. But efits of pizza instead of printing articles critical
when journalism moves closer to home, of the MacDonald administration.
One way we can go beyond our status
there is trouble. When Peter MacDonald
announced his bid in 1982 for re-election as war correspondents is the path opened
as N a v a jo N ation ch airm an , a young by the independent Indian Country Today
Navajo journalist estimated the crowd at (formerly The Lakota Times). Editor and
less than a thousand. But M acD onald publisher Tim Giago has shown that a multi
aides ordered another young Navajo jour reservation publication can be successful.
M ost tribal newspapers, however, are
nalist, Duane Beyal, to inflate that number
in the Navajo Times' account. Because the owned and operated by tribal govern
ments. This probably won't change until
order was from a superior, he complied.
But on the editorial page, Beyal apolo there are more journalist-entrepreneurs
gized to the Navajo people for lying. Beyal with enough money and determination to
was suspended from his job and removed challenge the system. I know this is diffi
as editor. Two years later, a Pueblo editor cult because I tried to publish an indepen
wrote that 800 community members had dent newspaper, the Navajo Times Today.
signed a petition to rem ove the Zuni The combination of competition from the
Pueblo’s governing body. That story was tribal new spaper and lack of personal
stripped from the Pueblo News, and a few resources was too much. We gave up after
weeks later the paper was told there was a long year with no pay.
Nonetheless, the independent route is
not enough money to continue publishing.
War correspondents have to be careful. essential. Since m ost reservations face

In the thicket of Indian law
By W oody K ipp

T

Woody Kipp is a 1992
graduate of the UM
School of Journalism.
He is the minority
affairs advisor
to the school.
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he

“ C a m p C r i e r ” w as a person

responsible for relating tribal infor
mation in the traditional days. Men with
stentorian voices walked through Indian
camps shouting the news of the day.
As Native Americans become aware of
how their tribal governments are meant
to function, they also realize the need for
an independent tribal media. Media law,
however, is a fairly recent addition to the
tribal environment, one that, like other areas
of Indian law, has emerged with a differ
ent flavor than mainstream media law.
Much of contemporary Indian case law
rests on a 1832 legal opinion handed
down by then Chief Justice John Marshall
that described Indian tribes and their
landholdings as “ dom estic dependent
n a tio n s.” The law that developed in

Indian Country was complex and little
un d erstood . C om m ission er of Indian
Affairs Harold Ickes had this to say con
cerning the legal a ffairs o f natives in
1940: “ That Indians have legal rights is a
m atter o f little practical consequence
unless the Indians themselves and those
who deal with them are aware of those
rights. Such, however, is the complexity
of the body of Indian law, based upon
more than 4,000 treaties and statutes and
upon thousands of judicial decisions and
administrative rulings, rendered during a
century and a half, that one can well under
stand the vast ignorance of the subject.. . ”
Legal scholar Felix Cohen spent much
of his career defining what is known as
Federal Indian Law. His Handbook is still
used in law schools around the country.
24
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staggering unemployment rates (as high as
35 percent), newspapers and other media
ventures are ideal additions to reservation
economies because they create a variety of
jobs.
The issues o f press freedom go well
beyond the economic argument. The same
laws that govern free press also govern
other civil rights. Those issues need to be
sorted out at the tribal level. Tribal gov
ernments’ focus has been on survival; the
notion of the rights of an individual in a
tribal society have been delayed until the
perceived threat is over. It’s the rule during
conflict versus the rule during peacetime.
I see three audiences for the message of
freedom: tribal leaders, tribal judges and
lawyers, and the people. I would like to
build a cogent argument for freedom of press,
speech and spirit based on Indian tradi
tions, as well as those of the Western world.
Tribal leaders are already sensitive to
these traditions. The Navajo local govern
ment unit, called a chapter, allows anyone
the opportunity to speak. Often the chap
ter meetings will run into the early hours
of the morning because each chapter mem
ber wants his or her say. When the Navajo
Times was either censored or self-censored
by an editor, the real free debate in the
newspaper took place in the letters to the
editor. This is nothing more than the chap
ter-style speech extended into the newspa

per. M oreover, many tribal leaders are
now working tow ard the protection of
Indian religions through legislation. We
need to make certain that tribal leaders are
shown how free religion and free press are
the same issue. It is an issue of free spirit.
Tribal judges and lawyers need to dis
cuss First Amendment problems from a
legal point of view. Unfortunately, the law
is clear: The First Amendment itself does
not extend to Indian Country. In 1968
Congress tried to extend the Bill of Rights
to the tribes, but the Supreme Court ruled
that tribal courts are the judges of civil lib
erties. Many tribal judges have accepted
this challenge; others say they answer to tribal
councils and therefore have a limited role.
The very nature o f First Amendment
rights might best be served by careful
negotiation between groups of journalists
and tribal governments. We can talk about
the basic tenets and set out to develop
them, rather than litigating these issues.
Finally, we need to express the impor
tance of these freedoms to tribal members.
I happen to believe that discourse within
democracy makes government stronger,
not weaker. Yet the perception remains in
Indian Country that if you publish dissent,
you give your enem ies an a d v an tag e .
Indian people need to know that free press
is their right, not a right owned by those
who govern.
m jr

The Indian Reorganization Act model
constitution, which many tribes adopted
in the mid-1930s, delineates the responsi
bilities of the political arm of tribal gov
ernments, but says nothing about tribal
press freedom. It wasn’t until 1968, with
the passage of the American Indian Civil
Rights Act, that language referring to
press freedom was addressed.
Until that time, there were virtually no
N ative American law yers representing
Indian tribes. Today there is a growing number
of native lawyers. A wide variety of tribal
legal issues revolve around the 371 treaties
signed and ratified by the U.S. Congress.
Because of the current push by tribal
leaders to assert their quasi-sovereign sta
tus as “ dom estic dependent n a tio n s,”
state and federal government officials are
loathe to becom e em broiled in issues
which tribal governments claim are politi

cal tribal concerns. At the same time, trib
al governments are coming under more
intense scrutiny by native journalists.
Tribal governments in the past have
had no trou b le sh u ttin g dow n trib al
newspapers that carried the wrong mes
sage. But as natives become more politi
cally sophisticated in the elected represen
tative form of government, they are fac
ing the sam e challenge o f m ainstream
politicians: How much freedom does the
tribal press have in presenting social, eco
nomic and political ills to the tribal read
ership? The First Amendment has con
te m p o ra ry r a m ific a tio n s fo r n ative
nations since sacred places are threatened
with destruction.
The true panacea to this problem is for
native journalists to gain enough financial
acumen to operate independently of tribal
political bodies.
m jr
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I happen to
believe that
discourse within
democracy makes
government
stronger; not
weaker: Yet the
perception
remains in Indian
Country that if
you publish
dissent, you give
your enemies an
advantage.
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They teach journalism, don't they?
Montana public schools have a haphazard
approach to journalism instruction
By J i m K i t t l e

O U R N A LISM IN ST R U C T IO N IS T H E BASTARD C H ILD OF

J

M o n ta n a ’s public seco n d ary sch o o ls. U su ally it is
lumped under the banner o f English class, and more

lum—it should be a part
o f an English teacher’s
requ ired p rep aratio n .
endorsed in the field by taking just one college-level
However, it isn’t. Journal
ism is a se p arate field
class in the subject. Another third have no from English that happens to require a
formal training in the field at all. Nearly mastery of the language in which it is con
one-fourth of journalism instructors say ducted. So, if students are best served in
they do not teach ethics or libel in their English class by qualified English teachers,
classes, and half of them don’t use a text.
then journalism students would be served
These findings are some of the results of best by qualified journalism teachers.
a study I conducted for the University of
I found that a typical journalism class
Montana School of Journalism in the Fall in Montana is composed of fewer than 20
of 1992. The study consisted of a two- junior and senior students taught by an
page survey sent to the journalism instruc English teacher who may have picked up,
tor at each of the 172 public secondary at the most, one college-level journalism
schools in M ontana. I received 112 re course for an endorsem ent. Typically,
sponses—a return rate of 65.1 percent. I teachers emphasize instruction in news
entered the returned data into a computer gathering over creative writing. Usually
spreadsheet that calculated the totals and there is a measure of free expression grant
percentages.
ed to students.
The most disturbing result from the
study was the minimal teacher preparation
IH O U G H M A N Y S C H O O L J O U R N A L I S M
demanded by Montana’s Office of Public
classes exist to com pile a school
Instruction and O PI’s obvious lack of
annual, more than three-fourths of
authority to enforce even this low stan the respondents said their schools sponsor
dard. The current Montana teacher certifi a student newspaper. More than 84 per
cation standard not only allows teachers cent of these said their newspaper was a
who major or minor in journalism to be “ forum for student expression,” the legal
certified in journalism, but it also allows parlance adopted by the U.S. Supreme
English m ajors and minors to take any Court in the 1988 Hazelwood decision
one journalism class to be endorsed in that delineates when school administrators
journalism. Yet even with this minimal may censor student’s writings. Admini
requirement, 33 percent of journalism instruc strators who grant student-forum status to
tors have not earned an endorsement.
their student newspapers give up the right
If journalism is an English course—and to act as publishers and, therefore, to exert
rightly included in an English curricu control over what is printed.
mjr

than half o f its instructors are English teachers who have
been

T

i t t l e , a senior a t
the UM School of
Journalism, interned at
the Bigfork Eagle last
summer. He plans to be a
high school
journalism teacher.
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M aking pictures or taking pictures
News photographers set up shots all the time—
but does that make it ethical?
By D a n M

cC omb

NE OF THE THINGS THAT MAKES

I

a career in photo-

I journalism so attractive is the m edium ’s lack o f
rules. In new s ph otograph y, you ju st do w hat

freelance photographer Bob
Riha Jr. under very different
circum stances: They were
w orld to new spaper readers is getting m ore com plicated.
planning on turning in their
weapons under a jobs-for“ Seeing is believing” no longer applies to guns program. But that wasn’t the picture
photographs. The cliche question readers Price had in mind for a separate mood
used to ask was, “ Do you always believe piece he was w riting on L .A .’s gangs.
everything you read?” With today’s graphic When the gang members arrived without
technology, it’s fast becoming, “ Do you always their weapons, Price actually drove one of
believe everything you see?”
them home to retrieve an additional rifle
In the as-it-happens world of photo for the picture. Two photos were posed:
journalism, images that appear “ too good the gang armed, for the feature, and the
to be true” frequently are—and not just gang turning in their weapons, to illustrate
because skilled computer operators can a news story, pegged to a press conference
manipulate them without a trace. Photog the following day when the actual weapon
raphers have always been able to influence surrender would take place.
Inexplicably— USA Today now blames
their pictures at a much more fundamental
level: the decision to pose or not to pose a it on miscommunications—the mood piece
subject.
with the arm ed-to-the-teeth photo ran
When taking a picture, a photographer first, with no mention of the jobs-for-guns
can either shoot things as they unfold, or program. The story ran on the very day a
shoot things as he or she imagines them. federal jury began deliberations on the sec
But deciding to pose or “ set up” a picture ond trial of the four L.A. police officers
so that it appears natural is, in the view of accused of violating Rodney King’s civil
many, a line that photographers and edi rights by beating him.
The jobs-for-guns story ran the next
tors cross at their own peril.
D an M cC omb, a 1993
graduate of the UM
day, but the dam age w as done. G ang
Things can get messy.
School of Journalism,
C onsider the recent case o f Richard m em bers said they felt b etray ed and
has won numerous
Price, a USA Today West Coast reporter. threatened a libel suit. Los Angeles Mayor
national awards for his
On Feb. 16, 1993 a picture arranged by Tom Bradley said the story contributed to
photography, including a
Price showing armed gang members ran racial tensions in L.A. and was “ the most
$10,000 scholarship in
on the front page under the headline: reprehensible and irresponsible lapse of
1992 to study at
journalistic ethics I have witnessed in a
“ Gangs put L.A. on edge.”
Syracuse University’s
But w hat readers saw that day w as long time.” Price, accused of an “ unethi
campus in London.
entirely set up and passed on to them as cal lap se” by USA Today editor Peter
news. Gang members had met Price and Prichard, also threatened suit against his

w o rk s; n o b o d y a rg u e s w ith re su lts. But b rin gin g the
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employer. Suspended without pay for a
m onth and dem oted to a job paying
$ 15,000 a year less, Price claim ed the
problem was created by editors of USA
Today at its headquarters in Rosslyn, Va.,
in using the wrong set-up shots.

Perhaps one way to think about it is to
ask yourself: “ Would I feel comfortable
taking the picture this way if I had to include
cutline information on how it was taken?”
The truth of the matter is that most of
us set up pictures every day. From the pet

The case raises an interesting parallel
with the recent ethics scandal at “ Dateline:
N B C ” over rigged explosions in G M C
pickup trucks involved in c o llisio n s.
Eventually, Mike Gartner, the president of
N B C N ew s and fou r oth er s ta ffe r s
resigned over the affair.
The incidents raise a troubling ques
tion: Who is setting the ethical standards
these d ay s? If news p r o fe ssio n a ls at
national levels are involved in such ethical
lapses, what’s happening down the line?
In posing pictures, it’s im portant to
keep several things in mind. An act of
photography is as much an act of isolation
as it is an act of inclusion. Choosing to set
up a ph oto m akes an already d istan t
process even more so. Most people act dif
ferently when they’re aware of being pho
tographed. And even if they’re not aware
of the camera, what the camera does is
arbitrary. Press critic T hom as G riffith
explains it well: “Journalism constructs
momentarily arrested equilibrium s and
gives disorder an implied order. That is
already two steps from reality.” So choos
ing to set something up, for whatever rea
son, is choosing to take yet another step
from reality. And any departure from real
ity is a step toward unbelievability. That’s
a high price in the news business, where
credibility is everything.

of the week to the portrait of the spellingbee champion, the biggest question is how
we’ll pose it. Often it’s done with the sub
ject smiling and looking directly into the
camera—a straightforward technique that
tells the reader that the shot was posed.
Sometimes it’s less obvious. The subject
stares vacantly off camera, as if totally un
aware of the photographer.
Sayin g th at som eth in g is “ set u p ”
implies a certain dishonesty. It’s a term
lawyers might use to argue a client was
framed. Most thoughtful photojournalists
generally prefer to shoot things as they
happen, to portray the world as it is rather
than as they imagine it. But preferences
aside, it’s a fact of the job that many pic
tures are posed in some way.
Eamonn M cCabe, photo editor of the
London Guardian, says gone are the days
in which it could be said th at “ pho
tographs don’t lie.” Today, he says, “ You
c a n ’t tru st w hat you see. P e rio d .”
A cco rd in g to M cC a b e , som e British
tabloids keep computer files of various
sized soccer balls for insertion into photos
when a photographer returns from a game
with a good action shot—but the ball is
missing. Editors apparently believe this
computerized addition improves picture
quality, but it can som etim es backfire.
M cC abe recalls one such incident, in

British news photogra
phers, shown at a huge
London rally for striking
coal miners last year,
often set up photos.
(D an M cC omb |
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which a ball was accidentally added to an his picture. “ Wow,” he said. “ That’s nice.
image that already dearly contained a ball.
1 11 have that.” The photographer dashed
To British readers, it was a humorous off, asked the police officer to repeat his
incident—they already know better than earlier actions and, about an hour later,
to trust what they see in the tabloids. It is returned with a nearly identical photo
quite acceptable— even expected— that graph.
photojournalists will set up feature pho
American readers would almost certain
tographs on a daily basis. Some even go so ly have responded with outrage, at least to
far as to value set-up photos above natural the soccer balls incident. Americans still
or found situations, believing it reflects like to believe that what they see on the
more positively on the photographer when p ages o f a new spaper reflects reality.
he or she can “ pre-visualize” situations, T hat’s the belief American news editors
rather than merely react to them.
still cling to, anyway. But how long this
Last fall American photographer Kevin remains the case will depend in large part
Lam arque, who w orks for R euters in on how American photographers and editors
London, stayed late after a wreath-laying handle the picture-altering authority that
ceremony at the National War Memorial computerization has given them.
on Remembrance Sunday. He had pho
Even picture-getting tactics like the
tographed the event all m orning, but policeman and the wreath are offensive to
wasn’t happy with what he had. Finally he many Americans’ sensibilities. In England,
noticed a lone police guard reverently Lam arque says, to be imitated is to be
rearranging some of the wreaths. It was a complimented. Does that make it right?
touching moment that evoked the spirit of Lamarque doesn’t think so. Many American
the day’s events. Later, as he prepared to photographers would agree. But ultimate
send his p h oto grap h over the w ire, a ly, where to draw the line is a decision pho
tabloid photographer who was using the tographers must make for themselves—
same pool machine looked over and saw and for their readers—every day.
m jr

An act o f
photography is
as much an act
o f isolation as it
is an act o f
inclusion.
Choosing to set
up a photo
makes an
already distant
process even
more so.

Test your photo ethics. . .
What would you do in the following situations? On p. 60, see how Montana photographers
and photo editors answered these questions.
1. Suppose your paper learns of an anti-logging demonstration in which protesters will chain
themselves to some trees. The photographer (you or whomever you assign to cover it) gets lost
on the way to the protest, but when he or she finally arrives, a handful of remaining protesters
offer to chain themselves back to a tree, where they had been during the demonstration earlier.
If the photographer agreed and took the pictures, (knowing that the paper was depending on
him to come back with images), would you run the pictures if you knew how they had been
taken?
2. If you think disciplinary action is appropriate for the photographer in the above instance,
what would that action be?
3. Suppose you assign a photographer or you yourself go, to take a picture of a new kind of
logging machinery for a story on how changes in technology affect business. The photographer
travels to the logging area to get a picture of the machine in action, but on arrival finds it has
shut down for the day. The photographer asks the operator to restart the machine and operate
it so the pictures can be taken, and the operator is happy to comply. Would you have any prob
lems running pictures made under those circumstances?
4. Suppose you assign a photographer, or go yourself, to take a feature photograph at a new
water slide. At the slide, the photographer envisions a picture and asks several kids to play in
the water at a specific point under the slide. The kids were playing in that general location any
way, and probably (if the photographer had unlimited time, which isn’t the case) the picture
could have been made without posing it. But posing it saved time. Would you have any prob
lems running such a picture, if you knew how it had been taken?
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of Sky Blue Waters. It’s in Big Sky country. They publish
corrections (not very big ones because after all, they were
right about the Sky part) and fly to Montana.
One of the Few immediately spots the Real Story.
After he reports the Real Story, he then reports that Sen.
By S h a r o n B a r r e t t
M ax Baucus is interested in running for president. At
American Media Headquarters, people are amused by the
anus lives in A nother W orld . He/she knows a little
about other places and is eager to learn more. So one Baucus story. N anus is neither amused nor impressed.
day, when an American comes to his/her town, Nanus He/she says the story is politics as usual.
Other reporters, along with filing the Real Story, start
starts asking questions.
Nanus — Which is farther from Another World? Miami hunting for politics-as-unusual stories. Some, in writing such
stories, show their flair for American Media style as well as
or the United States?
American Media stylebooks:
American — Miami is part o f the United States.
The Supreme Court says this state isn’t big enough for ihe both of
Nanus — Oh. (Thinks awhile) So, tell me this: Which is
them—Congressmen
Ron Marlenee and Pat Williams, that is.
farther? Chicago or the United States?
Dorothy
Bradley
isn’t just horsing around; she’s rounding
American — Chicago is part o f the United States.
up
votes,
and
it’s
taxing
work.
Nanus — Oh. (Thinks some more) Which is farther? New
Before
long,
people
are
hearing and reading about Mon
York or the United States?
tana
every
time
they
change
channels or turn the page. In
American — Do you mean the state o f New York or the
addition
to
the
Real
Story,
which
is reported again and
city o f New York?
again,
there
are
reports
of:
a
baseball
player who snorts
Nanus does not have an answer. He/she only has ques
cocaine;
bears
who
eat
hikers;
writers,
artists
and musicians
tions. But it doesn’t matter.
who
know
there’s
more
than
one
Manhattan
in the world;
The A m erican is
Mr. Clinton who goes to
the head of Amer
B illin gs; M rs. Quayle
ican Media. He is bowled
who goes to Bozeman;
over by Nanus’s ability
French water that’s “ part
to ask q u e stio n s. He
o f the local c o lo r ” in
hires Nanus on the spot
W hitefish; revisionists
and sends him/her from
who change Custer’s Last
Another World to the
Stand to the Battle of the
American Media Head
Little Big Horn; highway
quarters, as an assign
men who terrorize tour
ment editor.
ists; and a river that runs
Nanus is an overnight
through it all.
success. The next morn
Says one of the Few, /
ing, thinking about the
think
the American Media
kind of questions that
reporters,
especially con
got him/her hired, Nanus
sidering
the
way we’ve gone
assigns all the reporters
after
the
Real
Story, have put
for American Media to
Montana
on
the
map.
answer: Which is farther,
When the Few get
Montana or the United
back to H eadquarters,
States?
Nanus asks again, Well, which is farther, Montana or the
One reporter responds with a question: Farther from what?
United States?
But Nanus, as we already know, does not have answers.
Montana is part o f the United States. Look at the map.
As for the rest of the reporters, most of them are philo
sophically opposed to N anus’s question. In a class action Nanus opens an atlas. He does not find Montana. At the
memo, they tell him/her: “ Despite a tendency of some in suggestion of one of the Few, he turns to another source—to
American Media toward postmodernism, we are still trying a map more beautiful than all others, clear, uncluttered,
to get the hang of existentialism. As far as we’re concerned, with stunning colors. And there it is, thanks to the Real
Story: Montana—Coldest place in the nation.
Montana doesn’t exist.”
M oral Question: Which is farther, Cut Bank or West
But several open-minded types, known as the Few, say in
their minority opinion memo: “ We’ll nose around, see what Yellowstone?
Moral Answer: Wisdom.
mjr
we can come up with.” In due time, the Few arrive in the
Land of Sky Blue Waters. They quickly begin filing stories
Professor S h a r o n B a r r e t t teaches reporting, editing and maga
th at m ight provid e an answ er to N a n u s’s qu estio n .
zine article writing at the UM School of Journalism. She complet
Eventually one of them gets a tip that the Real Story, along
ed a mystery novel for young readers while on sabbatical in
with Andie M acD ow ell, Glenn Close, Ted Turner, Jane
Fonda, Liz Claiborne, and Tom McGuane, is not in the Land
1992-93.

A frozen fable

N
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O ut among Montana's Indians
Honors students tackle education and health issues

B y Pa t t y R e k s t e n

f

I

{ h o s e o f u s w h o w e r e b o r n in M o n t a n a

call our

selves natives. O ur fathers were born here. M aybe
even our gran d fath ers. We grew up in the state

attem pts, alcoholism and
substance abuse. Montana’s
Indians also die younger
w eren t the first natives. The first natives were several
than their white counter
tribes o f Indians w ho m oved in and out o f the area, huntparts. Students have report
ed on how different tribes
ing, fishing, coexistin g with the land. are com batting these problem s. M ore
Almost 48,000 Native Americans live in Indians are becoming doctors and nurses
M ontana today. Yet today there is little and returning to their reservations. Tribes are
u n d e rsta n d in g by M o n ta n a ’s other working to establish preventative health
750,000 residents of Indian history, cul care measures.
ture and issues.
Students who are asked to join the hon
The School of Journalism at the Uni ors course receive a broad education.
versity of Montana has been trying to in They are required to read about Indian
tegrate into its curriculum more information history, culture and current issues. They
on M ontana’s Indians. It has had an active prepare research reports on assigned top
recruitment program for Native American ics, then detail their findings to the rest of
journalism students. The Montana Kaimin the class. Guest speakers, mostly Native
produced a “ Native News Page.” Speeches Am ericans, are experts on a variety of
and w o rk sh o p s have featu red N ative issues. Teams of students, one photogra
American journalists. The past two years, pher and one reporter, find the stories that
an honors course has examined critical relate to their topic. They establish their
Montana Indian issues.
contacts and travel throughout the state,
Last year reporters and photographers, missing days of classes, to get their stories.
Native Americans and whites, combined As with the first issue of Indian education,
to explore education issues. This year stu this fall we are publishing and distributing
dents covering N ative American health a 30-page tabloid section detailing our
issues have found out that Indians who findings.
leave the reservation often are without
The benefits are many. Journalism stu
Associate Professor
health insurance.
dents receive a much better education
Patty R eksten teaches
Access to care is a major problem. In about M ontana’s Indians. These future
photography and publi
Montana
nearly 50 percent of Indians do journalists, many of whom will be living
cations design at the UM
not
have
phones.
Another 20 percent have in states where there are Indian popula
journalism school. Last
no
transportation.
Many live more than tions, will have some of the background
summer she worked at
100 miles from health care centers.
the Arizona Republic.
and sensitivity to do a better job of report
M ontana’s Indians suffer from a high ing on Native Americans. Students learn
rate of diabetes, sudden infant death syn how to work together, work on in-depth
drome, depression that leads to suicide reports and improve their writing.
mjr

that we loved, cam ping, hiking, fishing, hunting. But we
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Heart Butte Sweethearts + One
A young unwed mother gets the help she needs,
photos by J a y S c h w

e it z e r

story by E l i z a b e t h I c h i z a w a

7 A .M . O N A SC H O O L DAY and Kristal Davis
has to get up. Above her bed hang heavy-metal
posters and a picture of a unicorn. A stereo and
rock album s sit in a corner, photos of friends
adorn the m irror, and athletic and academ ic
awards decorate the walls. It is a typical teenager’s
room, except for one thing: the squirmy little body
curled next to Kristal’s slender one.
Kristal and her 15-month-old son, Chad, are
about to start their day.
For Kristal, who lives with her mother, brother
and son in Heart Butte on the Blackfeet Reserva
tion, it will be a full and carefully organized one.
She will get Chad and herself dressed and fed, then
drop the boy at his great-grandmother’s on her
way to school. In the afternoon there might be
basketball or cross-country practice and in the
evening a 32-mile drive into Browning for training
as a substance abuse peer counselor. In between
she will tend Chad, grab time with her boyfriend,
Chad’s father, Steve Bull Child, and work on main
taining straight-A grades.
For Chad, a sturdy and confident toddler, the
day will be filled with the people who make up his
world. Mummy, of course, but also grandma and

I
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great-grandma, who help take care of him, assort
ed friends and relatives of Kristal’s, and Daddy,
who plays with him in the evening.
Seventeen-year-old Kristal is, as school coun
selor Jack Edm o says, “ an exceptional young
woman,” but her ability as super-mom to juggle
academics, athletics and motherhood owes much
to the traditional Native American extended family,
where children are welcomed and valued, whatever
the circumstances of their birth.
Heart Butte is a cluster of low wooden houses,
dwarfed by the prairie and the awesome peaks of
the Rocky Mountain Front. Its one large building
is Heart Butte School, a place where Kristal’s situ
ation is not unique. The birth rate among high
school-aged Indian women in M ontana is more
than three times greater than the rate for all other
women aged 15 to 19. And in 1990 the American
Indian Health Care Association reports, more than
one of every three Indian women aged 18 or 19
gave birth.
At Heart Butte School, four of the students are
mothers. Nine women have become mothers in the
four years since the school was built, and all have
stayed in school.

“ We make every .<
sch o ol,” says school*
Dog. “ All our girls arcji
‘You may have a baby*
cation.’” On the Blacjl
percent of all mothers :
little stigma attached Jj
pregnant. “ People a r :
Little Dog says, addin; 1
teen fathers holding |
games. “ The fathers 1
change them. It brin;<
boy,” she says.
Fatherhood brough j
Bull Child, a quiet yoi i
The tall, lean senior j
Chad, he is gentle an> j
adores him.
Kristal’s mother, K
Chad’s enthusiasm foi =
her dream s for her i
blamed him for everytl
K ristal’s pregnancl
everyone. Although sh 1
Child since she was a 93
with the boys, she wa;'j
boys (will) say 'it’s if
Child’s reaction was
and pride. Kristal’s mo’
the roof,” as Little D|
really hurt because si
Kristal.”
j
The nurse, whom tl j
Kristal down to disc
32
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, to keep the girls in
I Mary Louise Little
Integrated. I tell them,
f lon’t forget your edu■ .eservation, where 15
or younger, there is
|ig young, unwed and
[ y relaxed about it,”
pit’s not unusual to see
f babies at basketball
| itch the baby, they’ll
4 a tender side of the
f iat side of 19-year-old
[ in, wary of strangers.
| irsatile athlete. With
f handed, and the boy
Mavis, does not share
[Child. He had placed
liter in jeopardy. “ I
Kshe says. “ I still do.”
|) was traum atic for
been friends with Bull
| -old shooting baskets
Id to tell him. “ Most
, ne',” she says. Bull
j(!jre of shock, dismay
P the other hand, “ hit
palls. “ Her mom was
|1 all these plans for
|ents call “ Aunti,” sat
|e options: abortion,

adoption, or motherhood. Despite urging from
Karen to terminate the pregnancy, Kristal and Bull
Child decided to keep the baby.
It is a decision most pregnant reservation girls
make, according to Blackfeet Special Services coor
dinator Francis Onstad, who says placing children
for adoption is rare, and abortion “ is alm ost
unheard of here.” Little Dog says that families
nearly always welcome the infants. “ They’re really
good about that. They might not have a lot, but
they have love,” she says.
Jack Edmo agrees. “ When a girl becomes preg
nant there is a lot of stress,
but afterw ards everyone
rea lly w elco m es it and
tries to help their young
couple raise the child.”
O n sta d , who c o o r d i
nates teen parenting class
es in Browning, says too
o ften y ou n g g irls who
become pregnant drop out
of school and go on wel
fare. “ This leads to a cycle
o f poverty,” she says. In
H e a rt B u tte, how ever,
teachers, counselors and
the nurse work with teen
m om s so they can co m 
p lete th eir e d u c a tio n .
Kristal went through preg
nancy, birth and post-partum w ith o u t m issin g a
beat in her schoolwork.
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Little Dog and Kristal’s obstetrical practitioner
also monitored the teenager’s pregnancy, since very
young m others are at risk o f co m p licatio n s,
including low birth weight. A 1993 study by the
American Indian Health Care Association shows
that complications from pregnancy and childbirth
are the leading cause of hospitalizations among
Montana Indians.
During Kristal’s labor, which was attended by
her mother, her running coach and a family friend,
Karen D avis’ anger evaporated, and today she
dotes on her grandson. “ Now I wouldn’t change it
for the world,” she says.
Kristal, who will be a senior
this fall, expects to be valedicto
rian of her class and plans to
atten d
M o n ta n a
State
University, as does Bull Child.
“ K ristal has a lot o f dream s,
and she is planning to go after
them. She knows education is
the name o f the g a m e ,” says
Edmo.
But it’s hard. She no longer
has much time for friends or
rock m usic, and when Chad
w ants M ummy, and M ummy
has been on the go for 14 hours
and still has to stu d y fo r a
French test, it is hard indeed.
As for regrets, they are not
apparent when she grins at her
bright-eyed boy. “ It’s worth it,”
she says.
m jr
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Portraits from M ontana
he photographs on this page, on pages 30-31
and on the cover were taken by students select
ed for an honors course at the UM School of
Journalism during the 1992-93 school year. The course
focused on health issues involving Native Americans in
Montana.

T

Babe Gopher, 83, remembers a Big Sky paradise, but
the only piece of Montana she’ll ever own is staked out in
her memories. Gopher is a Bear Claw Indian—one of the
“landless” tribes in the state.
R ig h t :

[Jon D etweiler]
B elow : The house is dark and without utilities. For some
people on one eastern Montana reservation alcohol is a way
of life. This group, which spends many hours in this house, is
called the “Lysol Gang. ” Its members discovered that when
mixed with a gallon of water, Lysol makes an inexpensive
and potent intoxicant.

[John Y oungbear]
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The wasteland of bureaucracy
Investigative Report: A federal public health agency has
done next to nothing in the USA's largest Superfund site
By L i l l y T u h o l s k e

ur

I

L a d y o f t h e R o c k ie s ,

a m odern tribute to

I M ary, the m other o f C hrist, stands on a crest o f
the east ridge ab ove Butte, M o n tan a, near the

source of the arsenic was
m inin g w a ste s th at had
accumulated in the reservoir
an d built by the descen dan ts o f Irish C ath o lic m iners,
behind the Milltown Dam.
presides over an unlikely dom inion. Beneath the tow ering
The discovery of the arsenic
p r o m p t e d th e Environ
figure lies a 100-year legacy o f mining mental Protection Agency to eventually
w a stes and the eastern bo rd er o f the make all the land from Butte to Milltown
largest hazardous waste dump in the nation.
eligible to be cleaned up with Superfund
With its silhouettes of old mining rigs, money. Ever since, the EPA has been con
virtually all of uptown Butte comprises the ducting studies and slow ly ridding the
first of four separate but contiguous Superfund area of its wastes. To date, a fraction of
sites. Beginning there, a carpet of contami the work is complete.
nants that include lead, arsenic, mercury,
In the meanwhile, more than 40,000
copper and zinc spreads northwest across people who live on site have never been
farms and ranches along M ontana’s Clark adequately informed about the potential
Fork River. The toxic trail runs to nearby health threat that the region’s contam i
Anaconda, where much o f the ore w as nants may present. Ten years after the area
smelted, and continues for 120 miles to the w as named to the Superfund program ,
tiny community of Milltown, which borders public health receives only token acknowl
the river where it is dammed.
edgement by the agency Congress created
Butte is a town that has lived and died to monitor and protect health on federal
for mining. During the course of a century, Superfund sites, the Agency for Toxic
miners hauled $22 billion worth of gold, Substances and Disease Registry.
silver and copper from the city’s moun
The agency has not undertaken any
tains, with the bulk of the profits going to comprehensive health study of the region,
the Anaconda Mining Company. The min nor has it fulfilled its own requirements
Freelance writer L illy
ing empire dominated M ontana politics, for conducting health assessments on the
T uholske lives in
filled the state’s coffers and colored the four Superfund sites.
Missoula. She received
her master’s degree in
region’s history until the mid-1970s, when
This is the case even though the region
journalism at UM in
large-scale mining was phased out after is marked by a population that holds some
1993 and was a two-time
the Atlantic Richfield Company bought out of the worst health records in the state for
recipient of the Kim
death rates and incidence of cancer, and
Anaconda.
Williams Fellowship.
In 198 2 a lo cal health d ep artm en t even though an unusually high number of
This article is adapted
worker, running routine tests on residen Butte and Anaconda children suffer from
from her thesis.
tial well water, found arsenic in the drink learning disabilities, a problem linked with
ing water of several Milltown homes. The lead poisoning.

C ontinental Divide. The 90-foot, white statue, financed
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While the EPA carries the task s o f de
term ining w hich sites need to be cleaned
up and adm inistering the Superfund p ro 
g ram itself, the A T S D R is ch arged w ith
specific health responsibilities on each site.
H ealth assessm ents by the agency are su p 
posed to determine the nature o f the site’s
con tam in an ts, the w ays people could get
e x p o se d to th em , a n d w h a t the c o n s e 
quences o f exposure w ould be.
The law stipulates tw o purposes for the
health assessm ents: (1) to decide w hether
hum an exposure to contam inants on a site
s h o u ld be r e d u c e d ; a n d (2 ) to d e c id e
whether addition al health studies are w ar
ranted.
T h e p r o v is io n s fo r the A T S D R w ere
w ritten by C urtis M oore, w ho throughout

su b tle an d in sid io u s w ay s in w hich the
le g a l sy ste m w a s ill- e q u ip p e d to d e a l
w ith,” M oore said.
The poten tial for hum an exp o su re on
h azardou s w aste sites is trem endous. The
A T SD R later estim ated that m ore than 40
m illion people live within four miles of a
S u p erfu n d site an d m ore th an 4 m illion
live as close as one mile from one. N early
2 m illion o f these people represent those
m o s t s u s c e p t ib le to illn e s s o r in ju ry :
w om en o f childbearing age, children and
the elderly.
In creatin g the A T S D R under Super
fund, M o o re ’s g o al w as to provide som e
m easure o f protection for victim s. “ After
all, the victim ’s only relationship to these
incidents, ordinarily, is he’s the poo r suck-

the ’ 7 0 s served as coun cil to the Sen ate
C o m m ittee on E n v iro n m en t an d P u blic
W orks. M oore w as responsible for co o rd i
n a tin g C o n g re ssio n a l h e a rin g s on L o v e
C an al, W oburn, M a ss., and other n otori
o u s to x ic site s. M o o re sa id in a recen t
interview that as a result o f those hearings,
where he gathered th o u san ds o f pages o f
testim ony, concern for the health o f those
w h o w ere e x p o se d to to x ic s u b s ta n c e s
becam e the “ driver” behind Superfund.
“ We concluded th at there were a lot o f
people ou t there w ho were being injured
by toxic chem icals— but p rob ab ly in very

er w ho g o t hit by the train ,” he said. “ H e’s
an innocent bystander.”
Yet tw o y ears w ere to p a ss follow in g
S u p e r fu n d ’s e n a c tm e n t b e fo re M o o r e ’s
agency w as form ally established. Stephen
L e ste r, a H a r v a r d - tr a in e d to x ic o lo g is t ,
w ho at the time w as w orking as a consul
ta n t fo r th e L o v e C a n a l H o m e o w n e r’s
A ssociation , recalled the early days o f the
fledgling agency: “ W hat happened as far
as we can tell is that the agency w as given
no m oney. T h ey w ere given no specific
task. They had no leader. A nd they had no
direction other than w hat w as laid out in

In Butte in 1910 smokestacks
from smelters dominated the
horizon. N o one gave a
thought to the health hazards
from their toxic emissions.
[UM ARCHIVES)
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Superfund, which w as very v agu e.” In
April 1983, the Public H ealth Service
issued a notice in the Federal R egister
announcing the ATSDR's creation.
According to the Superfund law, the
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease
Registry was to establish a national reg
istry of individuals exposed to toxic sub
stances; to collect literature about the
health effects of toxic substances; to main
tain a list of contaminated areas closed to
the public; to provide m edical care to
exposed individuals; and to study the
relationship between toxic exposure and
illness.
1983 n o t h in g alon g these
lines had been done, except for initi
ating a few epidemiological studies.
Nowhere was there any comprehensive
effort to monitor and protect public health
on fed eral S u p e rfu n d site s. And the
ATSDR w as, at best, a stepchild. The
agency had to share its chief administrator
with the Centers for Disease Control, a sit
uation that remains in place today. Indeed,
in 1985 it was the CDC, not the ATSDR,
that conducted urinary arsenic studies on
children living in Anaconda. The study
resulted in the eventual relocation of fami
lies who lived in Anaconda’s Mill Creek
community, when their children were dis
covered to have extremely high levels of
arsenic in their urine. (Moving these fami
lies represents the only instance on the
entire C lark Fork Su p erfu n d p ro je ct,
where thousands of individuals live, when
health studies led to the EPA’s decision to
move people from their homes.)
Despite its comprehensive mandate, the
ATSDR received only a token budget at
birth. Although most federal agencies sub
mit bud gets d irectly to the O ffice o f
Management and Budget for approval, the
ATSDR sends its budget to the EPA, with
which it competes for Superfund dollars.
In 1983 the ATSDR proposed a $21
million budget. The EPA reduced the
amount requested to $3.2 million. For the
next decade, the EPA annually reduced the
ATSDR’s requested budget, often by more
than 20 percent. As if playing a cat-andmouse game, Congress regularly provided
the ATSDR with more funds than request
ed by the EPA, but never at the level origi
nally requested by the ATSDR.
It’s no wonder, therefore, that when
Congress reauthorized Superfund in 1986,
M oore’s com m ittee reported that “ the

B

ut in
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health-related authorities of [the Superfund
law] have not been adequately exercised.”
The reauthorization bill substantially
increased the A TSD R ’s responsibilities,
and the leg isla tio n pro vid ed th at the
agency would receive a minimum annual
budget: $50 million in 1987, increasing
annually until 1991. To date the ATSDR
has never received the minimum budget.
One o f the m o st im p o rtan t new
responsibilities delegated to the agency
was conducting health assessments on all
951 Superfund sites. The law required that
the a sse ssm e n ts be co m p leted by
D ecem ber 1988, ju st 24 m onths after
Superfund was reauthorized.
The sheer volume of work required was
tremendous, especially given that in 1986
the ATSDR had fewer than 100 employ
ees. Though its annual reports claim the
agency completed the health assessments,
the agency did nothing of the sort. To sat
isfy Congress, the agency fraudulently re
labeled at least 165 file reports with health
assessment covers.
In August 1991, the General Account
ing Office, the investigative arm of Congress,
d iscov ered the re-labeled docum en ts.
Additionally, the GAO found that of the
786 health assessments that actually were
completed, many were of “ uneven quality
and of questionable value.” M ost consti
tuted no more than a few pages of text.
Few contained any health data at all.

T

Despite its
comprehensive
mandate, the
ATSDR
received only a
token budget
after its
establishment.

h e so -ca lled h ealth a ssessm en t

for Butte is a memo on whether
peo p le who sw am or w aded in
Butte’s polluted Silver Bow Creek would
incur health problems. The memo doesn’t
address the widespread contamination in
Butte nor d oes it d eterm ine w hether
Butte’s 34,000 residents might be exposed
to lead, cadmium or any of the other cont
aminants that lace the streets of the town.
As with Butte, the so-called ATSDR
health assessment for Anaconda was fabri
cated, too, and did not address the wide
spread arsenic contam ination there nor
possible human exposure.
Over the years various entities have
conducted some medical tests. For exam
ple, the A tlan tic R ich field C om pany,
which may ultimately be required to pay
for cleanup, has financed a University of
Cincinnati study of blood lead in Butte’s
children. The Centers for Disease Control
co n d u cte d u rin ary a rse n ic te sts in
Anaconda. And the ATSDR did study arsenic
October
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and lead exposure am ong residents of
Rocker, northwest of Butte.
These specific studies, however, failed
to address what local residents allude to in
terms entirely unscientific. “ It seems like
every family gathering I go to. . .every
body talks about so and so’s cancer,” said
Mary Lou Sullivan, who was bom in Butte
and raised in Anaconda. Such talk is typi
cal. Cancer is rampant in Butte. Anyone
who knows anything about Butte knows that.
ilver Bow C r eek ru n s out o f the
mountains and through the steeply
sloped town of Butte. For decades no
fish have lived in the creek nor have in
sects nor even the various microbes one
finds in a mountain stream. Life aban
doned the creek when it became a dump
for Butte’s mines. Some 30 miles down
stream in Anaconda, the Washoe Stack
looms 585 feet from its base atop a dense
ly black mountain of slag left over from
the Anaconda Mining Company’s smelter.
Beneath the slag mountain spills forth a
moonscape of barren soil—thousands of
acres of brown, orange and white settling
ponds filled with smelting wastes.
The EPA has found that the contami
nants throughout the region vary consid
erably. In Butte entire n e igh b o rh o o d s
were built a to p w aste rock from the
mines. Soils, some oozing mercury, held
upw ards of 3,0 0 0 parts per million of
lead. In Anaconda arsenic, that for 80
years had spewed from the Washoe Stack,
perm eated ranch land and residential
yards. Downstream , copper spoiled the
Clark Fork when summer thunderstorms
occasionally washed toxic soil from the
banks into the river, killing thousands of
fish. Cadm ium contam inated soil and
threatened groundwater.
Any one o f these co n tam in an ts is
potentially deadly. Lead has no place in
the human body. It has been shown to
diminish IQ, reduce a child’s growth and
behave as a neurotoxin. A bsorption of
arsenic leads to stom ach irritation and
heart abnormalities. Cadmium, also a car
cinogen, is linked to kidney and heart dis
e ase , lung d am age and even d eath .
Exposure to mercury can lead to fetal mal
formations, brain and kidney damage.
T his dirty little secret o f beau tiful
M ontana remains largely unrecognized.
N o sign tells unw ary o u t-o f-to w n ers
they’ ll be venturing into a h azardo u s
waste zone simply by driving into uptown

S

Among the
state's 21
largest high
schools,
Anaconda and
Butte rank first
and second,
respectively, for
rates o f learning
disorder and
cognitive
disorder.
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Butte or stopping to fish along the upper
reaches of the Clark Fork. Only quietly is
it mentioned that together the EPA and the
Atlantic Richfield Company have spent
upwards of $54 million over the past 10
years trying to figure out how to rid the
region of its toxic wastes.
But what sits in the most deafening
silence of all are the public health records.
Both Silver Bow and Deer Lodge counties,
home to Butte and Anaconda, rank high
for incidence of death and reportable dis
ease within Montana and nationwide.
Deer Lodge County ranked first and
Silver Bow County was in the top five
among Montana’s most populous counties
in death rate from heart disease in both
1990 and 1991. For the same years, they
were among the top 10 for cancer mortality.
C onsidering incidence of cancer (as
opposed to deaths due to cancer), in the
years from 1983 to 1990, Deer Lodge
County ranked first for breast cancer
among M ontana’s most populous coun
ties. Deer Lodge and Silver Bow were
among the top 10 for all other reportable
cancers (colo/rectal, pan creatic, lung,
prostate and bladder) during those years.
Nationally, the rate of cancer among
women in Butte ranked within the top 5
percent of U.S. counties between 1970-79.
And in the years between 1949 and 1971,
Butte’s rate of death from diseases was
highest or among the highest of any of
480 ranked U.S. cities.
er h a ps m u c h m o r e in sid io u s are
problems which may be related to
lead, namely reduced IQ. The 1991
Montana Special Education Child Count,
an annual report compiled by the state
Department of Public Instruction, reveals
that am ong the state ’s 21 largest high
schools, Anaconda and Butte rank first
and second, respectively, for rates of learn
ing disorder and cognitive disorder. In
both cases, the rate is nearly twice that of
the other big schools.
Whether these poor health statistics are
a result of the region’s environmental con
taminants is anyone’s guess. Linking cause
and effect of environmental toxins broadly
across a community requires extensive
study of vital statistics and health records.
It requires going out and interviewing
individuals. It requires asking the right
questions, questions that are supposed to
be asked by the ATSDR when health assess
ments are completed.

P
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The EPA’s job on a Superfund site is not
What’s important to understand is that
to determine whether anyone has become the EPA’s use o f risk analysis and the
injured or ill, but rather, to prove that a ATSDR’s mandate to gather health data
potential threat exists, so that a polluter have never been compatible. So focussed
can be forced to pay for the cleanup. The are EPA personnel on their risk program,
agency employs a process known as risk that they often don’t see any need for the
analysis to determine the degree of pollu A T SD R ’s w ork. Several M ontana EPA
tion on a site.
staffers admitted that they weren’t sure
In risk analysis, scientists gather data what the ATSDR was supposed to do. Yet
from each site’s soil, air and water and in the absence of the ATSDR’s involve
make estim ates concerning who might ment, how adequate is the risk analysis?
come into contact with the contaminated
Stephen Lester, now science director for
medium, the frequency of that contact, the Citizen’s Clearinghouse for Hazardous
and the like. All of the information (in Wastes, Inc., points out that in some cases
cluding the estimates) is then processed, the industry that is ultimately responsible
producing a number designating the rela for cleaning up Superfund sites has influ
tive risk to a specific illness, like cancer, enced the risk model or analysis results.
that an individual living on the site might
Such was the case when an ARCOincur. When the EPA’s standards for risk financed blood lead study among Butte’s
are exceeded (for instance, if the analysis children ultimately resulted in the EPA
points toward greater than one in 10,000 adjusting its cleanup standard for leadrisk of an individual getting cancer), then contaminated soils in Butte. The University

Horse team unloads
manganese ore at the
Northern Pacific platform in
Phillipsburg in 1917.
|UM ARCHIVES]

a site must be cleaned up.
EPA staffers working on the Clark Fork
sites agree that gathering data enough to
force payment for cleanup (in this case, by
ARCO) is the driving force behind their
work. If the EPA were required to estab
lish that exposure to hazardous chemicals
is actually occurring on each site, or that
physical harm has o ccu rred , clean up
would be mired in legal battles, the staffers
say. For exam ple, how can you define
physical harm when a carcinogen has a
30-year lag time before taking its toll?

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

o f C in cin n a ti, which co n du cted the
research, found that the Butte children who
were tested had blood lead levels lower than
the national average.
While the EPA had originally proposed
cleaning up soils with greater than 1,000
parts per million lead, because of the study
outcome it will now most likely clean up
only those soils with greater than 1,500
parts per million lead. Thus ARCO has
saved itse lf co n sid e rab le am ou n ts o f
money because fewer areas in Butte will be
cleaned Up. In its 1991 report, (continued on Page 58)
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A n uncommon woman makes sense
All things considered, Kim Williams’ joie de vivre
and social conscience shines through
By S . A . S N Y D E R

t ’s a r a in y a f t e r n o o n in t h e l a t e s u m m e r

I

of 1985,

and Ian F razier o f The New Yorker is interview ing

K im W illia m s, a w e ll-lo v e d , n in e-y ear v e te ran o f

y o u rs, le c tu re d , you lis 
tened. She w as genuinely
concerned about every so
ditional interview. Instead, Frazier jots dow n notes on a
c ia l and en v iro n m en tal
so g g y n o teb o o k in the co ld , A u g u st drizzle as W illiam s
problem facing the world.
Many people who knew
Williams casually delight in
picks chokecherries from her neighbor’s recalling her sermons, both on and off the
trees and from the ground in the back air. Closer friends recall her affectionately
alleys of her Missoula neighborhood. She as—in the words of one—the “ bossy agi
will can preserves and serve them, along tator” who at times pushed the limits of
with a cup of tea or smoked fish that her friendship, until both parties had to take
husband, Mel, caught, to her friends or to months-long breaks from each other.
miscellaneous reporters and out-of-town
For ten years until her death from ovar
visitors.
ian cancer in August 1986, Williams had
“ . . . I have all this fruit sitting on my been a c o m m e n ta to r fo r N P R ’s “ All
conscience,” Williams says. This, she tells Things Considered,” as well as for M is
Frazier, is her excuse to her editor why she soula’s public radio station, KUFM, based
can ’t just sit down now and finish her at the University of M ontana where she
fourth book. And how could her editor got her broadcasting start. N P R ’s Susan
not u n d erstan d this eccentric excu se? Stam berg recalls listening to W illiam s’
After all, Williams’ book is about “ uncom audition tape sent by Phil Hess, then the
mon sense,” much of it devoted to self- director of the university’s department of
sufficiency.
radio and television. Stam berg and her
As she collects the fruit she tells, no colleagues were “ immediately taken with
preaches to, Frazier about how people her.” Her conversational speaking style
should learn to get along with less and and her high-pitched, New York accent
with each other. She wants Americans to with a hint of je ne sais quoi (kind of a
think about their wasteful consumption Glinda the Good gone awry) couldn’t help
S. A. Snyder is a
h abits and their im pact on the E arth : but turn ears and radio dials either off or
graduate student in
“ Where else in the world does one person up.
journalism at UM. She is
have four or five or six rooms all to himself with
W illiam s’ down-home com m entaries
the 1993-94 Kim
a
lighting
system,
a
heating
system,
a
hotgarnered
a large following throughout the
Williams Fellow and
w
ater
system
,
a
food-refrigerating
sys
country.
She
talked about everything from
freelances as a
tem—
all
running-purring-hum
m
ing
for
getting
outdoors
in spring to look for the
technical writer for the
one
person?”
first wildflowers to eating fried worms.
Forest Service.
When the 4 -fo ot, 10-inch W illiam s, Her commentaries led to her last book,
hands on hips, eyes looking right up into “ Kim W illia m s’ B o o k o f U ncom m on

N atio n al Public R ad io com m entaries. But this isn ’t a tra 
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Sense: A Practical Guide With 10 Rules rized how many listeners felt: “ Kim
For Nearly Everything.”
W illiam s’ conversation with you almost
When N PR learn ed W illiam s w as broke my heart; you see, I feel she is a friend I
dying, Stamberg wanted to say good-bye haven’t yet invited to join us for dinner.”
on the air. Stamberg says, “ It is the most
W illiam s a lso w rote a c o o k b o o k
painful interview I’ve ever done.” Both (despite the fact that her friends say she
women seemed at ease with the topic and was a terrible cook) complete with several
spoke very candidly about dying. Williams of her commentaries. Most of her recipes
said,
..it is amazing how many letters I called for wild plants found in forests,
have received from people who say they m eadows, marshes, or your own back
are going to climb a mountain or walk yard. One of W illiams’ favorite recipes,

Kim Williams delighted
radio listeners with her
eccentric commentaries on
everything from enjoying
wild flowers to eating fried
worms.
[COURTESY TH E

along a river or on a city street, and they
will send their thoughts and energies, and
they think that they will meet m in e.”
Stamberg said, “ I believe th at.” “ I do
too,” Williams said. They thanked each
other and said goodbye. Stamberg says the
sound of the phone hanging up was inten
tionally left on the tape. “ It was as if our
lifeline with Kim had been cut, right then.
For the first time in all my radio years, I
cried on the air and could barely get
through our traditional sign-off.”
That interview prom pted the largest
response to any single piece ever before aired by
NPR. More than 150 letters poured into
the station from fans across the country,
most saying they would pick berries or go for
walks and hope to meet Williams’ spirit
sometime along the way. One woman summaPublished by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

MISSOUL1AN]

which she also called a “ spring ritual” was
d an d elio n sa la d . She w as ad am an tly
opposed to using herbicides to kill what
most people considered weeds. She was
even able to convince some university stu
dents to dig dandelions, by hand, on cam
pus so that maintenance crews wouldn’t
have to spray herbicides.
Williams received her master’s degree in
interdisciplinary studies at the University
of Montana in 1981, combining English,
journalism and environmental studies. She
also taught a course on wild edible plants,
wrote two books on the subject and put
together a short field guide about the wildflowers around Missoula. She was a mem
ber of the scholastic honorary society Phi
Beta Kappa. “ She was brilliant,” says Leo
Lott, a close friend and former professor
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Williams didn't
like the cocktail
parties and
upper-crust
social life she
was forced to
participate in
because o f her
husband's
position.
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of political science at the University of called her, “ mesmerized and organized”
Montana, confirming that Williams could her three younger sisters to do the work for her.
skim through any book and fully under
At 16 Williams graduated as valedicto
stand it. She could also play bridge like a rian from high school. She went to Cornell
mind reader. But often friendly bridge on a scholarship and graduated in 1944
matches would turn into furious argu with a degree in home economics and a
ments, with Kim getting angry when her m inor in botany. She stru ck out for
partner lost a hand.
California, where she became the “ original
Williams also lectured her friends about hippy,” according to her husband. She was
the shoulds and should-nots of living fru a copy girl for the Los Angeles Examiner
gally and taking care of the environment. and bragged about being fired from about
“ We used to have some wonderful argu 20 other jobs. Eventually she landed a job
ments,” Lott says. “ She wanted us to live with Flower Grower magazine in New
her style of living.” Lott said that Kim once York City, and in 1951 m arried Mel
told him he would be the first one she Williams, 13 years her senior, whom she
would shoot when there was a revolution. met in a nightclub. Later in life, she called
In spite of that, Lott could never stay mad Mel her oak tree and thought of herself as
at her, although he admits that he and his wife a raven with a nest in that tree who came
would grow tired of her cajoling and have to and went freely.
cool their friendship for short periods.
Kim W illiam s w as born E lizab eth
el had already spent several
Kandiko on Sept. 21, 1923, in upstate
years in South A m erica as a
New York to a Hungarian immigrant cou
mining engineer and had the
ple. She was the fourth of seven children, opportunity to go back to work for Joy
six of whom were girls. Her oldest sister, M anufacturing Com pany in Santiago,
Froni Crane, remembers Williams in her Chile. The couple left the States in 1952
younger days as the “ queen bee” who and lived for the next 19 years in Chile.
never liked to labor or do chores on the
Williams’ life in South America strongly
farm. “ Little labors of life didn’t bother influenced her world view. In her many
her,” Crane says. Instead, “ Bets,” as they jou rn als, she wrote often o f the poor

i
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Giving away vasectomies
Public radio fundraising, Montana style, goes to the dogs (and cats)
By K ay D . W i l s o n
in d th e c o m m o n d e n o m in a t o r :
worm bins. . . yodelling lessons. . .
plum chutney... radon testing... a vasectomy.
. . pregnant onion plants.
Give up? It’s springtime in the Rockies,
Montana Public Radio style, and these are
some of the uncommon goods, services
and treats available as premiums during
KUFM/KGPR’s annual fundraiser. During
Public Radio Week, people throughout
western Montana get acquainted with one
another and support a valued service in
the process, while the station acts as a dis
tribution point for these treasures—listen
ers donate them and other listeners pledge
money to get them.
Folks from Butte will go bird hunting
with people in the Flathead; a man from

F

D. W il so n
is director of
development for KUFM.
K ay
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G reat Falls will savor his premium of
Macintosh apples from gardeners in the
B itterro o t Valley; a young man from
Whitefish will escort a couple from Helena
through Glacier National Park by bicycle;
a woman from M issoula will receive a
huckleberry cheesecake from a new neigh
bor. This custom of sharing, which has
become the heart of Public Radio Week,
began in 1977 when a woman gave KUFM
some homemade bread because she could
not afford to give money.
In 1993 there were more than 1,800
premiums, including blacksmithing class
es, cactus gardens, a kayak cruise, compo
sition of an Elizabethan sonnet, dog sled
rid e s, hom em ade rh u b arb wine and
K ahlua, live go ats, hand-loom ed wool
42
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social conditions and particularly about position. Later she would write, “ I tried to
women.
. . in Latin America when men join the affluent society, but it wasn’t in
take mistresses women take the waters.” me. I felt more at home in rummage-sale
“The wife and her mother or sister went corduroys, attending lectures on soil erosion,
to a mineral resort and sat in mud baths, protein hunger in the Third World, organic gar
and spent money, m aybe that w as the dening.”
main premise, the spending of money.”
A fter M a r x ist P resid en t S a lv a d o r
Perhaps this prompted her first of 10 rules Allende came to power in 1971, riding a
for m arriage in “ U ncom m on S e n se ” : wave of anti-Americanism, the Williamses
“ You need money of your own. It doesn’t hurriedly sold off most of their posses
have to be much—just enough to be able sions and fled for home. In letters to her
to, well, leave home, I guess.”
family, Williams mentions selling a leop
ard fur coat. “ Now th at,” she said, “ is
igh H eels in the A ndes , ” describ
really the end of an era.”
ing Williams’ life as an American
When the Williamses decided to settle
in Chile, was published in 1959. in M issoula (a move Kim would make
She also taught English at a Catholic uni only because it had a university) she
versity and wrote a column for the English bought thriftshop items and rummaged
newspaper, The South Pacific M ail. Her through alley trash cans to complete her
column, “ Under The Lemon Tree,” was home—a Kim Williams trademark that led
similar to the ones she would later write friends to believe they were poor and one
for the M issoulian, the Butte M ontana friend to call her “ economically inactive.”
S ta n d a rd , and the B ru n sw ick (M d .) But when Mel died nine months after Kim,
Citizen. Topics ranged from cam pin g, Lott, who was executor of the will, was
wildlife viewing, and picnicking to using “ astonished at their estate because they
oranges for barter and making a plea for lived on nothing.” Before Kim died she
donating materials to a handicapped chil donated several thousand dollars of that
dren’s school in Santiago.
estate to a UM scholarship fund.
Williams didn’t like the cocktail parties
M ost of Kim W illiam s’ history now
and upper-crust social life she was forced sits, u n catalo gu ed and dish eveled, in
to participate in because of her husband’s almost a dozen banker’s boxes at the uni-

H

scarves and dinner at the Drift-In-Pizzeria
in Southern Cross, Montana. (Only two
people live in this tiny hamlet in the south
west part of the state, and it often takes
snow shoes to reach the town!)
KUFM/KGPR’s Public Radio Week dis
tinguishes itself because people love to lis
ten and they love being involved in it.
They volunteer their time, donate their
wares and then call in their pledges—often
window shopping for the perfect premi
um, which this year was a load of manure.
Special b r o a d c a sts add to the fun.
People chuckle at Opera Boffo, obscure
and often astonishing operatic selections,
em bellished by o u trage o u s tongue-incheek d escrip tio n s o f the c o m p o se rs,
artists and perform ances. They revel in
Bach To Bach, a six-hour excursion into
the heart of classical music by the German
master. And then they wait for Pet Wars,
Public Radio Week’s fundraising finale—a
call-in frenzy in which pet owners cast a
vote for which is more beloved by them:
dogs or cats.
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

I felt more at
home in rummage-sale cor
duroys, attend
ing lectures on
soil erosion,
protein hunger
in the Third
World, organic
gardening.

During a chaotic four hours on Sunday
evening, the last night o f pledge week,
callers promise money in the name of a
favorite pet, sometimes living, often dead,
occasionally imaginary. Votes for each
critter are tallied at midnight, when the
most popular pet is announced.
Pet Wars began as teasing between pro
gram hosts who owned dogs or cats, each
believin g the o th e r’s pet w as u seless.
Listeners joined the razzing by adding
messages to their pledges, sometimes eulo
gizing their departed canines or kitties and
always declaring their species was the best.
This year cats were the most popular, fol
lowed by dogs, llamas, birds, skunks, pigs,
rats, rabbits, reptiles, and two votes for
pet peeves!
When the fanfare was over and the last
few pledges trickled in, KUFM/KGPR had
raised $229,290. N ot bad for a station
whose signal reaches only 40 percent of
M ontana’s population with 36 hours of
weekly news and an eclectic selection of
music and talk shows.
m jr
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It is time to move on.
Out o f this consciousness.
My body refusing food.
My mind already
detached.
My spirit wandering—
seeking oblivion?
seeking a new realm?
perhaps a meshing with
a universal spirit,
or energy.
I wrote my book.
This is my life, it says.
This is what I have to say.
Now, may I move on?
—K im W illiams
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versity’s Ross Toole Archives. She saved thing. Your body which you were taking
the hand-written notes for her radio and good care of—you were the good sister—
book com m entaries in file folders she was filling up with cancer and not even
made from magazine pages. She collected letting you know. You were writing a
information on plants, wildlife, recipes book telling people you were in better
and articles about people who chose alter shape at 61 than at 31, and at that very
native lifestyles. Poetry, letters and book instant unasked cells were taking over in
m anuscripts fill more than half of the your body—were TAKING CONTROL” She
boxes. Some of that poetry describes the wrote about her desire not to battle her ill
lon elin ess she felt while living in ness, but to die. She didn't want to be
California: “ There’ll be other nights like brave or be a symbol. Her public would
this, Soft as the mist on a moonbeam, “have to find a new person. I don’t want to be
There’ll be other nights like this, And anybody’s anything. ”
maybe. . . maybe, Maybe I ’ll have my love
beside me, This can’t go on, Sitting in no
ea r ly se v e n y e a r s a ft e r her
man’s land.” Letters to her family include
death, I found myself sitting with
some about her Chilean maid, Lucy, who
a small congregation of Unitarians
also died of cancer: “ She got happiness on a drizzly Sunday morning in Missoula.
out of watching a bird eat crumbs. Once a The sermon was by Kim Williams, a tape
butterfly sat on her shoulder. She played recording of herself reading excerpts from
with our foolish cat. This is the little she her last book. How to prevent colds:
had, and she would have gone on happily. “ First of all, eat real food—none of that
I suppose we have to accept our destiny.”
pre-cooked, pre-digested, two-minute,
During March of 1986, a 10-day book three-minute stuff. So much has been done
tour took her to several cities along the to that food you might as well eat sawdust
East Coast, as well as to Chicago, Los and melt a vitamin pill on top.” How to
Angeles and San Francisco. Her journal live together: “ Go to the mountains to
accounts describe her as feeling incredibly yell. Get it out of your system.” “ Make
tired, being unable to eat and having severe som eone laugh before the sun goes
stomach pains. She blamed it on caffeine. down.”
Two months later she was diagnosed, and
Ten rules for marriage: “ If he breaks
after an operation in Seattle to remove your arm , sh o ot h im .” “ D o n ’t read
what they could of the cancerous growth, women’s magazines. They are a trap. They
the doctors told her the cancer was terminal.
lead to Barefoot and Pregnant, P for Perfection,
and SuperMom.” Ten spring rituals: “ Plan
er friends and colleagues noted
a day to Search for Spring.” “ Identify one
her courageous attitude, but in new flower or bird.” Ten ways to hold on
side W illiam s w as fearful and to summer: “ I shall climb a mountain. Sit
angry. To her close friends she expressed on the top like a buddha, and think. At
her anger. Why was this happening to her, least, I’ll meditate a little.”
after all her p reach in g a b o u t eatin g
This was the church where Williams
healthy and living right? “ Kim was in worshipped, not because she found it after
shock when she found out,” friend Nancy searching for a suitable congregation. But
Wendel says. “ She wanted to know, ‘What because it was close enough to walk there.
should I tell my public?’” Lott recalls her
W illiam s’ taped voice ends abruptly
breaking down only once, just before her during her reading of ten ways to hold on
death. “ We were sitting at the table, Mel to summer. We are jolted back to reality,
and I and Kim, and she had this sailor’s the sound of the tape recording snapping
hat. And she said, ‘What am I going to do off, the click of the phone hanging up, the
with this hat?’ And she wanted it burned with sudden death of her voice. “ To be with her
her. Well, she started to cry, then Mel started was to have an enthusiastic experience about
to cry, then I started to cry. ”
whatever it was,” Lott concludes the sermon.
In one journal Williams wrote, “ What
Exhausted after months o f physical
does one do if one has written a book pain, unable to eat, and perhaps still a lit
called ‘Ten Rules For Dealing With Nearly tle confused (why her?), Kim Williams
Everything,’ and then you suddenly find died in her sleep with a smile on her face.
you have cancer?The first thing to do is Mel spread her ashes in a place known
you have to shoot yourself. How can you only to themselves and to the wild things
go on? With the cancer itself, for one that live there.
m jr
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Tales of the postmodern frontier
The
Missoula Independent capitalizes on old-fashioned
point-of-view journalism
By E R IC JO H N S O N

t ...I

1HIS,

IN A NUTSHELL, IS HOW THINGS STAND in the

daily newspaper business: We read more and more
-A.

copies o f fewer and fewer newspapers, and the

Bay Guardian, keep the jour
nalistic watchdog from going
extinct.
o ff the papers in your journalism library, and I defy you
But for all their singular
to tell me what papers they are or where they are published.
ities, the alternative papers
developed some similar char
The daily competitive newspaper has gone the way o f the
acteristics. And while the
alternatives are usually still
homing pigeon and the buffalo lap robe, seen as renegades— scorned by straight
but now there is hope that in its place will reporters and banished from J-Schools coast
grow the roots, trunk and branches o f a to coast—most of them can be seen to represent
sturdy grove o f new, com peting news a return to the oldest, most basic tenets of
papers: the metropolitan weekly, fortnightly American journalism.
or monthly newspapers. This is the new
As the publisher and editor of one such
frontier in American journalism.
paper, the M isso u la Independent, I’ve
checked out most of the new breed. And
— B r u c e B. B r u g m a n n , Publisher, San Francisco
I’ve noted two ways that alternative news
B ay G u ard ian , April 15, 1968.
papers are leading a resurgence of aban
doned jo u rn a listic valu es. One is the
Tw enty-five years ago , when Bruce colorful, irreverant and blatantly biased
Brugmann delivered his Dean Stone Ad way the alternatives present the news—a
dress at the UM School of Journalism, his clear harkening back to old-fashioned
Bay G uardian was one of a handful of point-of-view journ alism . The second
weeklies struggling to gain a foothold in similarity, less evident but more funda
cities around the country. Since then more mental, lies in their business strategy.
than 100 alternative new spapers have
As in all newspapers from any epoch,
sprouted up and taken root and are flour there is a direct link between the jour
ishing in markets dominated by big dailies. nalistic mission and the business set-up.
As Brugm ann might have predicted, While many o f us in the “ alternative”
Eric J ohnson is editor
these alternative newspapers don’t have universe are truly on a crusade to pump
and founder of the
much in common with each other. Some life back into the once-passionate heart of
Missoula Independent.
are cut from the same pattern as Rolling A m erican jo u rn a lism , the su b jectiv e
He attended UM’s
Stone; they started in the 70s as hip music reporting found in our pages is just as
School of Journalism
and movie rags, then moved up to more firmly rooted in business as the “ objective”
from 1987 to 1991.
serious stuff to fill in the space around the reporting in the dailies. We must pay as
copious ads. Others, like the Seattle Weekly, much attention to the bottom line as the
attract the sought-after yuppie reader with MBAs running most dailies; we are simply
a focus on “ bright” pieces. A few, like the serving different, smaller markets.

fewer newspapers read and look more alike. Lop the flag
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In most cases the community of readers
that has come to rely on the alternative
press sees itself in opposition to the powersthat-be. In M isso u la we use the word
“ progressive” to describe our readers.
They are a hodge-podge of citizens from
every age grou p and from all incom e
b rack e ts who are p ro -en v iro n m en t,
supportive of w orkers’ rights, anti-war,
pro-choice, culturally broad-minded and
to le ra n t o f o th e rs’ life sty le ch o ice s.
Because most of those attitudes are not

Down the street from
the Missoulian, Eric
Johnson and his staff
of about two dozen
turn out the weekly
Missoula Independent
[C lem Work )

reflective of the institutions of power, the
reporting in the In d ep en d en t is often
c ritic a l o f lo c a l, sta te and n a tio n a l
government, as well as big business. At the
same time, we avoid strident, left-wing
knee-jerk diatribes—opting instead for a
friendlier, small-town style that seems to
suit this friendly small town.
We have found, here in our hometown,
a loyal readership that seems to share our
values. So it’s a chicken-and-egg deal: We
provide reporting from a progressive point
of view because that’s what will sell in Missoula;
or our hard-hitting reporting has luckily
found a market. Either way, it puts us
right back in the grand tradition of anti
au th o ritarian revolution ary A m erican
journalism.
We probably would have gotten around
to publishing the Independent even if
George Bush hadn’t invaded Iraq. But it
was the propagan d ist, pro-governm ent
manner in which the “ news” about the
Gulf War was presented in the Missoulian
that finally compelled us to start publishing.
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From the outset, the Independent has
been proudly dependent on our com 
munity—both readers and advertisers—in
a complex symbiotic relationship. When
we started, the Independent had very little
equipment and no money. We had only
one computer. One of our colleagues had a
job in an office with a laser printer, so we
brought our discs there after-hours to
print galleys. We did most of the paste-up
for the first four issues in the middle of the
night in the empty offices of our printer’s
newspaper. We had no phone; we took
m essages on a home-phone answering
machine, and some friends in an office
down the hall let us make calls from their
phone. By the time we hit the streets on
March 7, 1991, the Gulf War was history.
But soo n a fte r we began p u b lish in g,
another war was ignited here in town.
Starting in April of 1991, several promi
nent Missoula residents were arrested on
marijuana charges. Two were pillars of the
progressive community: Cass Chinske, a
leading environmental activist, and Marty
Baker, an artist and arts advocate.
I wrote a series of articles that looked at
the Missoula busts as a local skirmish in
the Reagan/ Bush War on Drugs. Interviews
with local law enforcement officials and
prosecutors revealed that the busts were
part of a federal dragnet. The sentences
the Missoula men received were based on
harsh new sentencing guidelines. And it
became clear that the list of indictments
was expanding through the use of those
sam e g u id e lin e s, which req u ired the
accused to testify against “ accomplices”—
their friends and neighbors—to avoid 20year prison terms with no chance of parole.
I spoke with
numerous citizens and elected officials
who condemned the federal govern
ment’s invasion of our town. The mayor
and a county com m issioner spoke out.
The county attorney called the federal
sentencing guidelines “ draconian.” The
sheriff allowed as how the busts reflected
priorities sent down from Washington,
D.C. in the form of strings attatched to
funding for his financially strapped depart
ment. And a constitutional law expert
(and professor emeritus from the university)
demonstrated that the War on Drugs could
be seen as an attack against the Fourth
Amendment to the Constitution.
A few w eeks later, the M isso u lian
responded with its own series of articles

I
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on the local drug war. Their reporter shied
away from the political context in which
the Independent had reported the story,
instead d escrib in g (th o ro u g h ly and
compellingly) the soap-operatic story of
the individuals who had been involved.
In the two-and-a-half years since our
controversial entry into the local media,
there have been plenty of other examples
of the same play of biases at work: the
M issoulian ’s pro-status quo position and
the Independent’s more critical perspective.
We reported on an illegal (and successful)
campaign by an out-of-state pesticide
industry group to defeat a right-to-know
ordinance and on unionizing efforts by
health care w orkers at a local nursing
home. The M issoulian completely over
looked the pesticide story and disregarded
the union story until Jesse Jackson came to
town to lead a rally for the workers.

their immense holdings of forested lands
in the 1980s, contributing to a global
environmental crisis, with forests world
wide being depleted, whole species disap
pearing and even planetary climates chang
ing dramatically.
To pretend “ objectivity” in the face of
this knowledge—to arbitrarily “ balance”
environmental reporting by uncritically
q u o tin g p aid h acks from the very
industries that have unquestionably been
respon sible for the destru ction — is to
abrogate professional responsibility in the
face of power. That bias also has its roots
buried deeply in the business strategy that
pays most reporters’ salaries and—more to
the point—those o f their bosses in the
boardrooms of the 15 corporations that own
most American dailies.
Along with monopoly ownership of a
community’s free press comes an awful
responsibility: Because they purport to
E reported ON abuses at a home serve every reader in town (and have con
for developm entally-disabled structed huge businesses reliant on billions
adults in a series that led to o f a d v e rtisin g d o lla r s), d ailie s have
fundamental changes in management
at a news philosophy designed to
adopted
the home. Our reporters uncovered UM please all the readers all the time. And that
investments in South Africa, as well as a distorts their reporting. They cannot afford
secret grant to the university from the to alienate any readers at all, so they
National Security Agency. And we ran routinely steer clear of controversy. They
exposes of horrid working conditions at the stifle jou rn alistic judgm ent and avoid
local post office and the city bus company. making conclusions, instead contenting
The Missoulian ignored all these stories.
themselves with a “ he said/she said” style
Contrary to the published dictums of that they call “ balanced.” And they deny
journalism, I happily admit that there is, that any of this is economically or political
in the pages of the Missoula Independent, ly motivated, instead professing an ethical
a noticeable bias, firmly rooted in jour commitment to what they call “ objectivity.”
nalistic tradition. It is a bias that leads us
to cast a critical eye at the people and insti
BJECTIVITY IN JOURNALISM is rooted
tutions that have power over our readers’ lives.
not in ethics, but in business. It is
We are an unabashedly pro-environment
not a response to the demand for
newspaper. We oppose the further desecra fairness, but a response to “the need to serve
tion of M ontana’s forests and the pollu politically heterogenous audiences without
tion of M o n tan a’s stream s, rivers and alienating any significant segment of the
lakes. We ardently support the protection audience.”
of the grizzlies and grey wolves, bull trout
William Peter Hamilton, the publisher
and pileated woodpeckers threatened by of the Wall Street Jo u rn al, forthrightly
resource-extracting industries.
stated the perspective from which most
We come to this point of view simply newspapers see their ethical responsibility:
by exercising jou rn alistic judgm ent— “ A newspaper is a private enterprise owing
exactly in the same way that reporters nothing whatever to the public, which
every day must make decisions that call grants it no franchise. It is therefore affect
ed with no public interest. It is emphatically
upon their professional judgment.
It’s a simple fact that M ontana’s forests the property of the owner, who is selling a
have been all but destroyed in the past manufactured product at his own risk.”
But there is a growing body of opinion
100 years— with much o f the dam age
th
at
H am ilto n and his c o h o rts have
coming in the last decade. The two timber
giants, Champion International and Plum distorted the traditional role of journalism
Creek, clearcut more than 80 percent of in order to make more money. Books like

W

I happily admit
that there is, in
the pages o f the
Missoula
Independent, a
noticeable bias,
firmly rooted in
journalistic
tradition.
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I believe that the
Constitutional
protection
passed down by
the Founders
comes with a
specific
responsibility: to
not shy away
from reporting
critically about
the government.

Noam Chomsky and Edward Herman’s
“ M an u factu rin g C o n se n t” and M ark
Hertsgaard’s “ On Bended Knee” make a
convincing case that the American media
has sold out to the big corporations that
run the country (and also happen to own
most of the newspapers and television stations).
While claiming objectivity, corporate
mouthpieces have worked the same statusquo bias into their papers that the Lee
Enterprises-owned Missoulian delivers to
the doorsteps of 35,000 readers in western
Montana every day. But the problem isn’t
that the nation’s dailies are biased. Most
of us in the alternative journalism move
ment believe that the problem is that they
are biased in the wrong direction.
When Jam es M adison fought to add
the First Amendment to the Constitution,
he w as not figh tin g for an u n b iased ,
objective press. The free American news
paper of the time was a politicized organ
serving a particular party or faction.
M any of the papers o f the day had
served the cause of the rebellion during the
years that led up to the Revolution, and
som e had supported the Crow n in its
struggles against the rebels. The famous
libel lawsuit that John Peter Zenger of the
New York Weekly Journal fought resulted
from a one-sided attack by Zenger against
New York’s Governor William Cosby.
here were some notable exceptions
to the rule of open bias in early
Am erican jou rn alism . Benjam in
Franklin’s Pennsylvania Gazette was an
early exam ple o f “ just-the-facts” jo u r
nalism. But this was not, according to
Franklin biographer Carl van Dorn, due
to Franklin’s deep convictions about fair
ness. Rather, it was a testam ent to his
shrewdness as a businessman. In his letters
to his brother; James, Ben Franklin describes a
plan to increase revenues for the Gazette
by selling newspapers to both Whigs and
Republicans. He concedes that he would have to
temper his coverage to achieve that goal.
Newspaper publishers have come a long
way from Franklin’s temperence to the
Wall Street Journal’s abdication of public
responsibility. I believe that the Constitu
tional protection p assed down by the
Founders comes with a specific responsi
bility: to not shy away from reporting
critically about the government. As A. J. Liebling
had it, it’s the role of the press to “comfort the
afflicted and afflict the com fortable.”
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Of course this bias against power should
never preclude fairness. But in no case
should journalists feel compelled to remain
neutral once they have spoken to all parties
and gathered the facts.
The Indepen dent is fundam entally
shaped by laws of business, not laws of
journalism. We are no less aware of the
fact that the news is a product—and we
saw an available market. By following
Franklin’s dictum, dailies like the Missoulian have left many people wanting some
thing more from their newspapers. To a
businessman, that is an abandoned niche. So
we set out to capture it.
M issoula we have had a pretty easy
go of it. Our mix of critical community
political news, hip arts and entertain
ment features, in-depth environmental
reports and outdoor recreation coverage
has become a weekly part of the lives of
more than 10,000 readers.
As Franklin would have predicted, our
progressive bias has certainly alienated
some readers and advertisers. But it has also
paid off in bottom-line terms. The small
business community provides us with most
of the money we need to operate, and our
readership is deeply committed to the paper.
In M ay 1992—after a little more than a
year in business—we took a sabbatical from
publishing to get our business in better
order During that time, our subscribers sent
us $12,000—mostly in $25, $50 and $125
checks—to help get us back up and running.
Despite the fact that all of this work
was rooted in a business, I believe it blos
somed in the ethereal realm where good
jou rn alism becom es an art— the same
realm that has seen the best examples of
American reporting. The newspaper cru
sade at the turn of the century against
child-labor; Fred Friendly and Edward R.
Murrow’s expose of McCarthy; Woodward
and Bernstein’s reports on W atergate;
Michael Herr’s dispatches from Viet Nam.
In each of these cases and hundreds more,
reporters threw o ff the con strain ts of
objectivity to fully immerse themselves as
professionals in the story and tell it from
their subjective hearts. That tradition is
alive and vital today in the independent
alternative press; from the Village Voice to
the Texas Observer; from the grand old
Bay Guardian to the newest and smallest
of all independent weeklies, the one here
in Missoula.
m jr
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Can't see the story? Here's a light!
Environmental groups in western Montana sure are helpful
to overworked reporters
By M IC H A E L H O W E Y

E

v e n t h o u g h e n v ir o n m e n t a l issu e s

are o f constant

concern to residents of western Montana, daily n ew spa
pers in the region lack the com m itm ent o f staff,

of eastern Washington and
southern British Columbia.
The Missoulian serves nine
little time and n ew spaper space devoted to investigative
counties and has a daily cir
journalism. Instead, environmental groups have learned how
culation of 35,000 subscri
bers, tw o-thirds o f whom
to “ help” newspapers, by initiating and live in the Missoula Valley. While manage
d e v e lo p in g sto r ie s fo r re p o rte rs to o ment is trying to make the new spaper
swamped to adequately cover the issues more visually appealing and readable, it
them selves. At the sam e time, regional wants to keep the environment a preemi
environmental groups routinely rearrange nent issue and is willing to do whatever it
their agendas to acquire as much press takes to draw more people into the stories.
attention as possible.
The Missoulian staff includes an environ
These are among the conclusions I came mental reporter, two general assignment
to in rese arch in g my m a ste r ’s th e sis, reporters who cover some natural resource
“ R elationships Between Environmental subjects and an editorial page editor who
Groups and Daily N ew s
worked the environmental beat.
papers: A Western M on
At the headwaters of the Clark
tan a P ersp ectiv e,” pub-,
Fork-Pend O reille B asin , 120
lished in 1 9 9 3 . In fou r
miles southeast of M issoula, lies
case studies, I examined
the historic mining city of Butte
the relationship between
and the country’s largest Super
the largest daily newspa
fund site. Daily circulation for the
per in a region of western
M o n ta n a S ta n d a r d is a b o u t
1 6 ,0 0 0 , with m ost o f the su b 
M ontana and the dom i
scribers in Butte and Anaconda.
nant environmental group,
Environmental reporting is a pri
then arrived at some con
ority for the news staff, says edi
clusions:
The Clark Fork-Pend Oreille Coalition tor Rick Foote, “ but it isn’t designated as
M ichael H owey
is a grassroots alliance of roughly 1,000 citi one person’s beat because of the complexi
received his master's
zens, organizations and businesses work ty of the issues.” The Standard has three
degree in environmental
ing to improve surface groundwater quali reporters with primary environment-related
studies at UM in 1992.
ty and quantity, w ildlife p o p u latio n s, responsibilities and is adding a fourth.
This article is adapted
The Clark Fork-Pend Oreille Coalition
streamside habitat and quality of life in
from his thesis.
the Clark-Fork Pend Oreille Basin. The has a rather close-knit relationship with
region includes most of western Montana, the Missoulian and the Standard. Reporters
the Idaho Panhandle, and small portions at these papers rely on the Coalition to do

resources and time necessary to cover them. There is very
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some of the initial digging into and devel tations are compounded by the size of the
opment of Clark Fork River issues, and M issoulian's reporting staff. Sometimes
C oalition staffers, to a certain extent, she has to cover city stories or the police
arrange their agenda with regard for the beat when those reporters are gone.
marketing philosophy of each newspaper.
Duncan Adams, the Standard's Ana
Because neither the Missoulian nor the conda bureau reporter, not only covers the
Standard have anyone who is solely dedi environment, but also the courts, police
cated to covering the environment, report beat and local government. Adams says he
ers at these papers are unable to fully relies on the Coalition to do the initial
cover all of the numerous wildlife, public work on a story.
lands and air quality issues in the area—
“ Overall, the Coalition generally gets
let alone the details that are buried in the decent coverage,” Farling says. But he
waste piles of the country’s largest Super adds the papers don’t always cover the
fund site.
“ right” things.

D

uncan

A dams ,

of the S t a n d a r d ,

and the Missoulian's Sherry Devlin
both believe that environmental
coverage would be easier if one reporter
kept track of a few specific issues and
another reporter were assigned to daily
environmental news.
Former C oalition executive director
Peter Nielsen believes that initiating com
munication is the key to get
ting media coverage. He says
that the reporters he has dealt
with over the years have had
difficulty covering all of the
river issues with which the
Coalition is concerned.
Nielsen says part of his job
was to make information gath
ering easier for the reporter by
getting together the material
he wanted presented and then pitching it.
Reporters would “ occasionally initiate
something or hear about something before
I did . . . but there is no investigative
reporting going on.”
Nielsen adds, “ The fact is that we don’t
have, at any of the papers we’re dealing
with, reporters who have the time to do a
lot of investigative digging. They rely on
us to tell them when something is happen
ing—almost always.” The Coalition’s con
servation director, Bruce Farling, agrees.
“ You can’t rely on them to do a whole lot
of digging.”
Says the Missoulian's Devlin, “ I have a
list of sources and to some degree I rely on
them to call and let me know when there
is something new happening or some new
development on an issue we’ve been fol
low ing.” Devlin says much of what she
does depends on time and the immediacy
of other issues and admits that some good
stories don’t get told because of breaking
news or daily developments. Devlin’s limi

Missoulian editor Brad Hurd says that
the paper isn’t making any changes at the
expense of in-depth reporting. “ On the
environmental beat the issues are so com
plex that it’s tough to spin the yarn in 10
or 20 inches. We’ll devote a big chunk of
real estate to any issue if we feel that’s the
best way to convey the information.”
The Greater Yellowstone C oalition’s
mission is to ensure the preservation of the
G reater Y ellow ston e E co 
system — one o f the larg est,
essentially intact ecosystems in
the tem perate zon es o f the
world. It has more than 4,500
individ ual m em bers and 94
member organizations across
the United States. The Boze
man D aily C h ron icle has a
daily circulation o f 13,000.
According to Bill Wilke, man
aging editor, the readership is mostly
Bozem an and p a rts o f sou th w estern
Montana. The Chronicle's most important
mission, he says, is “ to stimulate interest
and discussion of the issues and make peo
ple participate more.”
The Chronicle has a reporter who covers
environmental issues almost exclusively.
Because of this, Chronicle readers seem to
receive a more consistent and complete view
of Y ellow stone ecosystem issues than
Missoulian or Standard readers get regard
ing Superfund issues. It’s important to note,
however, that the GYC has been examined
by the press and others for decades while
the Superfund sites that stretch between
Butte and Missoula were only designated
as such in the 1980s.
Scott McMillion at the Chronicle works
solely the environmental beat. And al
though he does have overtime restrictions,
M cMillion can still manage to do some
investigative work. Wilke says he’s always
tried to encourage his reporters to do
50
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more independent research rather than
simply ask environmental groups, for in
stance, what they think about a current
issue. “ I suggest that they become amateur
scientists, do a little research on their own,
lay the facts out there, let the readers draw
their own conclusions and forget about
what everybody else thinks.”
The G Y C ’s communications director,
Bob Ekey, was a reporter for the Billings
Gazette for 6 years. Now his job is to get
GYC issues to the press. Their relationship
with Scott McMillion is good. McMillion
says that GYC staffers are always willing
to give him an opinion or comment on a
particular issue, and he believes they are
well-informed on the issues.
Unlike the C lark Fork-Pend O reille
Coalition’s relationship with local papers,
Ekey says the GYC doesn’t do the report
er’s job for him. “ . . . they have to do the
first-hand in v e stig a tio n and ca llin g
around.” N e w sp ap e rs’ responsiven ess
varies, Ekey says. Once he tried to illumi
nate some Yellowstone Park issues that
appeared in a public report issued by the
N ation al Park Service. Ekey say s his
efforts resulted in some minor stories, but
the media didn’t bite on his ideas as hard
as he thought they would. Ekey under
stands that “ when Los Angeles is running
amock with riots, you can’t expect your
story to get on the front page.” So.he will
try to capitalize on a slow news day by
getting “ a little more proactive” on issues
when things slow down over the holidays.
The Montana Wilderness Association's
2,000 m em bers focu s their effo rts on
preservation of wilderness as well as on
activities outside wilder
ness areas that have a
profound effe ct on
wilderness. The Kalispell D aily Inter L ak e
has a daily circulation
of 13,600 and serves
Flath ead and Lincoln
counties and som e o f
Lake County in northwestern M ontana.
While the Inter Lake has always covered
the environment in some manner, manag
ing editor Dan Black says that he has put
“ a little bit more emphasis on it” since
becoming editor 10 years ago. Black calls
his relationship with MWA “ a fairly open
and honest” one and believes the group is
politically moderate and credible.
Steve Thom pson, who represents the
Flathead Chapter of the M ontana Wild
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

erness Association, has had a rocky but
evolving relationship with the Inter Lake.
His past trouble with the paper’s person
nel stemmed from an uneasy relationship
with a former environmental reporter at
the newspaper.
Thompson says that the reporter
was “ jaded” because he had been
-A. on the job for a long time. He adds,
that to a certain extent, he had similar
problems with Black. “ With regard to the
[M ontana] wilderness bill,” he says, “ I
think that Bill had the attitude that ‘the
wilderness bill is something that we’ve got
to get past us, and who cares about the
specifics of it.’”
Thompson says Black came out with
two editorials that said, in a nutshell, ‘let’s
p a ss this thing and get it over w ith .’
Thompson sent Black a letter saying: “ . . .
People are confused. N o wonder people
want to solve this because all you guys do
is throw around acreages and quotes and
report that ‘this side says this and that side
says that.’ Except you don’t really quote
what we’re trying to say, which is ‘let’s
look at the areas.’” Thompson says that
there was a long lull between bills and
that the media lost interest in the details of
the second bill.
Another problem involved a nationally
publicized comment by a Plum Creek (tim
ber company) official who admitted that
his company does not cut trees on a sus
tained yield basis and that they were only
concerned with profits today. Stock prices
plummeted for Plum Creek, and the offi
cial was reprim anded. Later, the Inter
Lake's reporter did a story on envi
ron m en tal fo restry for which he
interviewed this official. Only this
time the official talked about Plum
Creek's alleged sustained yield prac
tices. The reporter never questioned
him on his former statement or raised
any facts to the contrary.
Thompson says that he has since
spoken to people from Plum Creek who
said that official was the laughing stock of
the company because everyone knew he
was lying. These people “ were amazed
that he could get away with it,” reports
Thompson. But for Thompson, the reporter
was the laughling stock because he let the
official get away with it.
Thom pson has kinder words for Ben
Long, the current environmental reporter
at the Inter Lake. “ Ben has covered things
f
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I think that they
are adept at
using the media,
at making
themselves
available to the
media, and at
taking advan
tage . . . o f the
openings that
they find in the
media.

a little more closely. He seems to ask more
difficult questions. H e’s willing to chal
lenge us, as well as the other side, a little
bit and to play the devil’s advocate and to
get them to do more than just spout rhetoric. ”
Black says, “ . . . I think that MWA and
other co n serv atio n or environm ental
groups are more effective [at expressing
their messages] than would be the people
who profess to be their adversaries. I think
that there may have been some change in
that in recent years, but I think
that they are adept at using the
media, at making themselves avail
able to the media, and at taking
advantage—and I don’t mean this
in a negative way—of the openings
that they find in the media.”
The mission of Friends of the
Bitterroot’s 700 members is to im
prove the quality o f life in the
Bitterroot by being stewards of the
valley’s forests, watersheds and air
and by being advocates of a sus
tainable economy. The Ravalli Republic is a
weekday paper with 5,000 subscribers,
but John M cConnaughey believes that
about 90 percent of the valley’s 25,000
residents read the paper. The four staff
reporters all report on environmental as
well as all other issues. The relationships
between Friends of the Bitterroot person
nel and Ravalli Republic representatives
are varied, but there is definitely a sense of
tension that pervades these relations and
exudes from the Bitterroot population in
general.
called Grassroots
for M u ltip le Use form ed in
response to FO B. A ccording to
Laughlin, it w as more than two years
before any of their board members would
talk with FOB. On the surface their goals
appear to be diametrically opposed. The
Ravalli Republic covers both groups.
To a certain extent the Republic's report
ing seems to focus on the “ two sides” of
the environmental debate. This coverage
of confrontational matters is of the kind
that pits “ ow ls again st jo b s ” and fits
issues into neat packages labeled with sim
plistic titles, such as “ environmentalists
versus lo g g e r s.” Such rep ortin g often
focuses primarily on the short-term eco
nomic prospects of a given situation. It
identifies human conflicts, but doesn’t
explore the core issues that brought these
conflicts about.
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n organization
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To give due credit, the Republic's staff
has done several pieces that depict the
long-term prognosis for various environ
mental subjects. This coverage approach
broadens the discussion to include such
things as how human population growth
and consumption affect the health of the
land and how everyday lifestyle choices are con
nected to ecological dangers.
FOB is trying to foster this broader
style of journalism. Their activists know
the im p ortan ce o f taking
people, including members
of the press, to the areas they
are concerned about and giv
ing them the chance to con
nect with the issues on a per
sonal level. By encouraging
first-hand experiences, they
hope to increase the public’s
understanding o f environ
m ental topics and to tear
down the wall that divides
the Bitterroot community.
FOB usually holds press conferences in
Missoula because of radio and TV cover
age there. Republic reporters are invited to
th ose, but accord in g to FO B member
Donnie Laughlin, the Republic doesn’t
participate much. Laughlin says that often
FO B w ill tak e p re ss re le a se s to the
Republic and make themselves available to
answer questions. M cConnaughey says
FO B’s M issoula press conferences are a
problem for him because he can’t spare
one of his already limited staff, although
he understands why Missoula, 40 miles to
the north, is more desirable than muchsmaller Hamilton. FOB is also good about
contacting the Republic with information
from press conferences, but they don’t
always recognize deadlines very well.
Ruth Thorning, the Republic's environ
mental reporter at the time of this study,
was not well thought of by FOB. Thorn
ing claims FOB saw her as the enemy be
cause her husband drives a chip truck.
Laughlin says, “ The reporting has been
much fairer since M cC onnaughey has
been the editor. Before, our positions were
misrepresented and we were quoted out of
context.”
“ I simply report the facts, or try very
hard to report the facts, and so you wind
up with people on both sides very angry at
you and co m p lain in g a b o u t y o u ,”
Thorning says. Over the past several years
she says that she gained and lost many
friends on “ both sides” of the debate.
52
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Laughlin says that media represen
tatives a re n ’t alw ay s on the sam e
wavelength. “ You may have said ten
things that you thought were really
important and they may just report
one of them, and it may be what you
consider to be the least im portan t
thing you said, so you really have to
know what you want to get across. ”
E nvironm ental rep o rte rs at the
newspapers in this study have to make
daily choices regarding which leads
they will look into and which ones
they will have to move down or off of
their p rio rity lists.
Sometimes they d on ’t
even get to their lists
because
of
o th er
reporting assignments.
The en v iro n m e n tal
issues that they manage
to attend to are, for the
m ost p a r t, rev ealed
through special interest
soundbites. Very little
time and n e w sp a p e r
space is d ev o ted to
investigative journalism. The result is
that issues are neither covered thor
oughly nor followed up on a regular basis.
While press limitations can cause
problems for environmentalists, they
can also be perceived as a blessing in
disguise because they provide advo
cates with the opportunity to help
reporters out and to establish them
selves as dependable news sources in the
process. Environmental groups in this
study that do independent research
and investigative work and, further,
those that are willing and able to initi
ate and develop stories for reporters,
are gaining a slight coverage edge over
other advocacy groups. While papers
give th o ro u g h c o v e ra g e to som e
issues, environmental groups play pol
itics with their agendas in order to
acquire as much press attention as possible.
Newspaper managers in this study
aren’t committing the personnel time
and resources that are needed to fully
cover all of the environmental issues
in western M ontana. Are they doing
their best to reveal environmental sub
jects in their entirety, or are they
assigning only as many reporters as it
takes to look at a few bits and pieces

of the puzzle? Are they doing all they
can to expose the root causes of envi
ronm ental degradation, or are they
giving reporters only enough time to
cover the superficial aspects of issues?
C o n se rv atio n a d v o c a te s in this
study sometimes arrange their agenda
with regard for a given newspaper’s
commitment to environmental cover
age. Their behavior calls into question
the brand of advocacy that they are
buying into. Are these organizations
doing their best to fully present their
issues o f concern? Are they staying
true to the goals espoused by
their organizations, or are they
c a te rin g to the m a rk e tin g
p h ilo so p h ie s o f n ew sp ap er
management?
The current role of an envi
ronm ental reporter ought to
be b ro a d e n e d , say s D ick
M a n n in g , fo rm e r n a tu ra l
re so u rc e s re p o rte r fo r the
M isso u lia n an d a u th o r o f
“ Last Stand,” which chronicles
lo g g in g p r a c tic e s in the
Northwest and his own difficulties in
covering the issue for the Missoulian.
a n n in g says the traditional
w ay o f doing things is to
“ go out and talk to the tim
ber industry and talk to the environ
mental groups and maybe talk to the
regulatory agencies and then write the
story based on what they had to say.”
It’s okay for reporters to follow the
“ obvious path,” for instance, going to
the public hearings and reporting on
w hat people have to say, observes
Manning. But it’s more important to
“ work the background of the story as
deeply as you possibly can.”
M anning tells reporters: “ Be pre
pared to change jobs— be prepared to
walk off, to be fired, to quit.” To envi
ro n m e n ta l g r o u p s , he say, “ Sto p
thinking about w orking effectively
with the m edia and start thinking
about working effectively. Quit worry
ing about your press relationships so
much and just go out there and do
good work, whatever that is for you.
Find what that is and take action. If you
take action, the press will come on its
own.”
MJR
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Hard News.
Wild Land and Wilderness Bills.
City Politics and
Community Activists.
Dinosaur Digs, Cyber Celebrities,
and the Trials and Triumphs of
Earth First!
Independent reporters
investigate stories every week.

Serious Fun.
Run the Lochsa.
Slam with Pearl Jam.
Hang-glide off Mount Jumbo or
Hang at the Drive-In.
Whether it’s fly-fishing
or fancy dancing,
Independent feature writers
have serious fun on the job.

@

The
Missoula
Independent
WESTERN MONTANA'S
WEEKLY JOURNAL OF
PEOPLE. POLITICS.
AND CULTURE.
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O ld pals never die— they just aren't
worth a damn
In academic hiring, you play the game or play yourself.
The author knows which she’d do
By Z e n a B e t h M

c G la sh a n

EAKS AND VALLEYS” WAS A KEYSTONE THEORY

P

for two

o f the courses I taught frequently during a nearly
20-year stint as a journalism professor. When a new

First the theory, then the
confession.
A “ p e a k ” is a time of
Journalism H istory or Women, M inorities and the M edia
social upheaval, when a pre
co u rses w ould som etim es grin and ask , “ H ave you led
viously silenced segment of
society advances its aspira
’em through the ‘peaks and valleys’ yet?” tions. Each period of change seems always
I would laugh because the teasing was good- to be followed by a “ valley,” a backlash to
dem ands for so cial realign m ent. O p 
natured.
Their remembering the theory demon ponents of change invoke the mythological
strated my effectiveness as a teacher. I “ good old days,” while formerly fervent
thought they’d be better journalists, even advocates of change seem strangely silent.
better human beings, if they recalled what
The depths of the valleys never reach
I’d said about historical change.
the lows of the previous set-backs; each
B ottom line is
that, in the great cos
mic system, the time
in which we live is
but a speck in the
continuum. But it’s
hum an n ature to
believe th at w e—
each g e n e ra tio n —
will be the ones to
change things. Real
istically, change does
not come either quick
ly or easily.
Z en a B eth M c G la sh a n
Ah, yes, self-satis
is a 1961 graduate of
UM's School of
fied acad e m ic, oh
Journalism. She taught
guider of youth. Oh
journalism for 20 years
dumb me. When I most
and is now
needed to remember
continuing education
my theories, I com
coordinator at Montana
pletely forgot every
Tech in Butte.
truism I had taught
and hit the bottom of
a career valley.

se m e ste r r o lle d a r o u n d , s tu d e n ts w h o ’ d ta k e n m y
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time society peaks, greater gains are made.
We never really return to those “ good old
days” because, when society periodically
lurches forward, gains which had seemed
radical have been woven into the social
fabric. For example, after women won the
right to vote, they still hadn’t achieved
many of the suffragists’ goals. They didn’t
constitute an important voting bloc for
another 70 years. However, the gain s
women made by getting to vote seemed so
significant in 1920 that it appeared, to all
but a militant handful of activists, that the
battle had been won.
The Civil Rights Era, which began with
blacks campaigning for their rights in the
1950s, had, by the 1970s, allowed people
of color, women, gays and lesbians to
aspire to jobs previously closed to us.
Some of us started rising through the hier
archies. However, when the sit-ins and
marches ended, various equity advocates
shattered into special interest groups, talk
ing to one another about goals still not
met or growing silent in our intense focus
on our own careers.
We plunged into a valley, hemmed in by
Phyllis Schlafly and others of the righteous
right ca llin g fo r m o th erh o o d and
denouncing legislated equity on the one
hand and, on the other, by our own lack
of continued pressure for change.
Change-makers can grow tired or com
placent or both. As the 1980s were draw
ing to a close, I was in the “ both” catego
ry. Having achieved full professor rank
with tenure and being a relatively respect
ed faculty member, I w as com placent.
And, because I’d worked for years on
women’s issues, I was tired of continually
reworking the same ground.
omplacency coupled with activist
exh austion can be like a frayed
rope for a mountain climber. The
snap sends you plunging toward the valley
when you least expect it. When I perceived
myself to be an “ Old Pal,” I assumed that
a radical change had come. I suddenly
couldn’t remember how slowly social change
is accomplished.
How flattered I w as late in 1989 to
hear from a fellow with whom I’d gone to
grad school. He urged me to apply at a
w ell-know n M id w estern jo u rn a lism
school where he is a senior faculty mem
ber. Because of several retirements and
plans to sta rt a Ph.D . p ro g ra m , they
would be hiring at the full professor level.

C
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Being part of a school with journalism in
its title w as high on my list o f
“ wannabes,” because my university had
switched to one of those amorphous blobs
called a school of communication. But the
real excitement, the real rush came with
being asked. I thought giddily, “ I’ve made
it.” I was really part of a new phenome
non, the “ Old Pals network.” I had been
contacted, not because I’m a woman, but
because I’m a capable professor.
to be interview ed
arrived. I positively radiated. I was
met at the airport by an associate
professor, about my age. As we drove
along, he began the questioning. “ Where
do you think you would fit in?” I didn’t
realize it then, but “ fitting in” was the
question I would be asked repeatedly dur
ing my 36-hour stay.
“ Well, you know I teach reporting and
editing,” I began politely, “ but my special
area is history.”
“ O h ,” he said . “ I teach the history
course.”
Since their history course was taught
both fall and spring semesters, I suggested
maybe we could trade off semesters.
He chuckled. “ N o , ’fraid not. I like
teaching history.”
M y m ind w as sp in n in g , I knew I
couldn’t say what I was thinking. After all,
I was special; I was not just any candidate,
but an Old Pal. I thought to myself, “ If
you’re a journalism historian, why haven’t
I ever heard o f y o u ?” Fairly active in
national journalism history organizations,
I had never encountered this fellow or his
research.
I tried another approach to the “ fit-in”
question. Lost in an androgynous fog of
my own creation, I hadn’t yet realized
these people were not asking “ What can
you bring to our program ?” They really
did mean “ where do you fit in}”
“ My other specialty is racism and sex
ism in the m edia,” I said hesitantly. The
Women, Minorities and Media course was
a radical addition to the Penn State cur
riculum in the 1970s. Lynn H askins, a
p a st n atio n al p resid en t o f Women in
Communications, Inc., taught the course
at a PSU branch campus near Philadelphia. I
was the first to teach it on the main cam
pus at University Park. When I moved to
the University of North Dakota, the jour
nalism chairman had encouraged me to
offer the course there.

A

n in v it a t io n

Old Pal looked
me squarely in
the eye and
said, “ What are
you excited
about?” My
Polite Pal head
did a spin:
What was the
real question
here? Oh, dear
me, I thought,
is this another
way to ask,
“How do you
fit in?”
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W ild L a c u n a ?

“ We don’t have room in our cur
riculum for specialty courses,” he said,
adding, “ but maybe you can give me
some tips about how to fit them into
the history course.”
Them. Yeah. I knew the news-ed
departm ent o f this school w as all
white and male. To me, them is on a
par with Ross Perot’s “ you people” to
the NAACP convention in the summer
of 1992.
O ld Pal telling
me I was one of two or three
people topping their "A " list, I
gritted my teeth, determined not to be
anything but pleasant. Of course this
meant that I would not be m yself,
ord in arily bluntly honest and not
ashamed of it. I mentally edited my
response. I did not screech, “ What the
hell do you m ean, ‘ them ’ ? I am a
*them’!”
Them prepared me for what lay
ahead down that bleak four-lane. And
my polite response set a standard too.
This w as how I— my wimpy self—
answered: I said, “ It is hard when
there’s so much material about main
stream jou rn alists to cover in one
semester. But there are some good
a rtic le s a b o u t w om en and ra c ia l
minorities in journalism history.”
My other self—my real self—was
internally screaming: “ My God, where
have you been? If you’d read any of
the journalism history journals and
even looked at the research that’s been
done in the last twenty years, you’d
find lots of ways to talk about women
and minorities!” Who was the greater
fool? The history professor, insensitive
to his sexism /racism , or me, with a
despicable lack of conviction?
In the morning, I began the inter
view process. “ Where would you fit
in?” asked two female master’s degree
students. I blithered an inane response
then qu ick ly a sk e d a b o u t their
research. I feigned interest in what
they were saying but I wanted to ask:
“ Who do you consider your mentors
here?” and “ Have you been told that
things are still very tough for women
out there in the real world? Where do
you think you’re going to get hired?”
Next was one of the retiring profes
sors, a nice gentlem an who talked
about professional rigor and the kinds

R
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em em bering

of challenges students faced in their
tough, high-standards curriculum.
He reminded me of my first job at
Penn S ta te . Sh ortly a fte r the fall
semester began, a colleague stopped
me in the hall, patted me on the shoul
der and said, “ We’re so glad to have a
woman in tenure track. We had one
once and she d idn’t w ork o u t.” I
sm iled and thanked him, but that
evening, wailed to my husband.
M y husband, also an academ ic,
wisely assessed the situation: “ You
can either play their game or be your
self. But, if you choose to be your
self,” he warned, “ you have to be pre
pared to take the consequences.” I
chose to be true to self: I sometimes
used som e o f my own rep o rtin g
assignments instead of selecting hoary
old assignments stacked in a closet
next to the third-floor men’s room. I
didn’t go to the local French bistro for
the term-ending wine and chumminess
sessions, and my student evaluations
soared to heights unheard erf by the “boys,”
a fact which did little to increase my pop
ularity with them.

M

y husband’ s early warning

proved co rrect: Selfhood
had its price. In my third
year co n tract renew al review, the
senior profs ruled that they would
allow me to stay for another three
years but with “ serious reservations.”
I w as furious, o f course, and even
more angry when I learned that a
male assistant professor, hired at the
same time I was, received a vastly dif
ferent peer review. (He was willing,
bless his liberated heart, to testify on
my behalf.) And, I was told that the
committee had wanted to vote to fire
me but were dissuaded by the chair
m an w ho w as a fra id I’ d sue. His
hunch w as rig h t; I did co n su lt a
lawyer.
Now here I was, 10 years later, an
Old Pal listening politely as this small,
grey-haired gentleman talked. I won
dered if this school was interested in
innovation, suggestion and experi
m en tatio n . W ould they w elcom e
ideas? I began to doubt it.
The next interviewer didn’t want to
know where I’d fit in because he had
already decided I wouldn’t. This gruff
old guy, also retiring, had obviously
56
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read my resume with its predom i Oh, lordy, no. My proposal had been
nance of feminist articles. “ Back when to research the history of newspapers’
THE M IKE AND MAUREEN
I began in newspapers, women just women’s pages in the 20th century to
weren’t interested in advancing,” he trace the changes and the changeAT THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
said. “There just weren’t a lot of them makers. Too feminist. Too historical.
around. I always wondered why they And, from what I’d seen and heard in
seemed to not want to be in the news the last 24 hours, such a study would
business.” On and on and on.
be about as welcome at this place as a
has developed programs in
It was the old “ blame the victim” rave at a Baptist convention.
ASIAN STUDIES
approach. After all the articles, semi
Wimp Woman to the rescue! I told
and
nars, w orkshops, court challenges, him about my research on the Russian
ETHICS IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS
negotiations at major media outlets, R ev o lu tio n in the m id -8 0 s, how
for the campus and
this guy really didn’t seem to have a H e a rst’s and P ulitzer’s New York
clue that women had had to fight their p a p e rs treated the 1 9 1 7 R u ssian
State of Montana
way out o f the new sroom corners Revolution. Russia was a hot topic, a
over the past ten years
they’d been trapped in.
g o o d thing to be excited ab o u t, a
I had two clear choices: One was to topic which might fit in.
sponsor of the annual
jump up, grab him by the necktie and
O f course I w asn’t offered a job.
scream, “ Listen, you old fart! I was Even I wouldn’t have hired me, based
MANSFIELD
one of those women. We got shunted on my interview. But, then, I wouldn’t
CONFERENCE
off to the women’s pages. Hell, I was have interviewed me the way they did.
even a society editor, for God’s sake. I first thought the problem lay solely
We dropped out like flies; of course in why, as an Old Pal, I had behaved
we did. We saw doors slammed and so differently from the feisty feminist
worked in all-male newsrooms and who, 20 years ago in the M ontana
got less pay!”
Jo u r n a lism R eview w rote, “ The
(w om en ’s) lib e ra tio n m ovem ent
ption two : K eep my mouth
h as...given women the courage to
shut and listen. Old Pal polite. express openly the frustrations they
This fellow is retiring, so why have silently endured.” (“ Women’s
alienate him? Maybe he’ll be impressed Pages in the 1970s” , M JR, No. 16,
about how ladylike I am being.
1973, p. 31)
I listened to this misogynist rave.
I continued to be n au seatin g ly
N THE SAME M JR ARTICLE, I also
polite. I didn’t sell myself or ask hard
wrote that women can “ dem on
qu estion s— to o pushy, I th o u gh t.
strate the social-psychological the
However, by mid-day, I’d turned The ory that adherence to group norms is
Question aroun d and w as ask in g a function of the importance group
them, “ Well, where do you think I’d membership holds for the individual.”
fit in?” After all, these people had my {Ibid. p. 30) In plain language, my
resume and my letters of reference. acting like a complete ninny had been
Surely Old Pal had told them about m otivated by my desire to give my
my talents. Surely they wouldn’t have Old Pal and his colleagues reasons to
invited me if they didn’t see a place for me. see why I’d “ fit in” because I had con
Late in the day, in his tiny office, vinced myself of the importance of
Old Pal looked me squarely in the eye being at that university.
and said , “ W hat are you e x c ited
But what had really flummoxed me
ab ou t?” My Polite Pal head did a was the idea of change; I had con
spin: What was the real question here? vinced m yself that the w orld had
Oh, dear me, I thought, is this another changed to the point where I was an
"Covering Central Montana like the stars"
way to ask, “ How do you fit in ?” Old Pal, and I didn’t have a clue how
Several moments passed. All I could to be one.
do was return his stare.
Old Pal and company weren’t look
“Well, what research have you been ing for diversity, only for someone
521W. Main, Lewistown, MT
538-3401 or 1-800-879-5627
doing that excites you?”
who fit. I believe they sin cerely
Oh, golly, research. Should I tell thought they’d already achieved equi
him about the applications I submit ty. After all, their associate dean was a
ted in 1988 to universities offering fel woman; one of their departments was
lowships for studying women’s issues? chaired by a woman. They, too, had
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bought into the notion of change as a fait
accom pli, a seductive idea but not true. Sure,

I should have
known better
than to retreat
to politeness
when confront
ed by people
who didn't even
see diversity as
essential to
quality in
education,
journalism and
every other
human
endeavor.

acceptance of women and other non-old boys
has grown. There are women deans and women
AEJMC presidents. But we still have many
peaks to climb and valleys to slog through.
In 1975 Dr. Gertrude Jochs Robinson, a
M cG ill U niversity com m unication re
searcher, said true equality between the
sexes will take “ at least 100 y ears” to
accomplish. Depressing as that statement
was, I thought she was—and still is—right.
How could I have presumed to think myself so
superior to that Midwestern history profes
sor when I’d not only suppressed most of
my treasured theories, but had forgotten Dr
Robinson’s wise observation?
A BOUT SIX MONTHS AFTER I received
L \ the rejection letter, I encountered
.X. A . Old Pal at a journalism education
convention. I walked directly up to him
and said , “ I finally figured out why I
didn’t ‘fit in.’ I didn’t—and that’s why I
would have been good for you folks.”
In those six months, I had remembered
some of what I knew but had ignored: It is

simply too soon to be an Old Pal. And it
was clearly impossible to “ fit in” to a sys
tem which had few others like me and
which didn’t seem to want any more. I
should have known better than to retreat
to politeness when confronted by people
who didn’t even see diversity as essential
to quality in education, journalism and
every other human endeavor.
My real epiphany came later, as it did
for so many other women, with the Anita
Hill hearings. Sure, I thought Clarence Thomas
had done what she said he did; and, I real
ly understood why she had kept silent. But
it wasn’t smarmy good-old-boy Clarence
who stiffened up my resolve to never again
betray my feisty old self.
The way all those white, male senators
acted did far more to convince me that
seeing Old Palhood as a given, rather than
a still unachieved goal, is completely unre
alistic.
On that judicial committee I saw smug,
white m ales who thought they had a
finger on the pulse of society. I saw good old
boys, ones who hire women and maybe even
ask: “Where do you think you’d fit in?”
mjr
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The Spokesman-Review
Now one of America’s 100th largest newspapers,
and one of the best.
This year the daily Spokesman-Review be
came America’s 97th largest newspaper, and
the Sunday Spokesman-Review became the
92nd. But size isn’t everything. Twice in the
last 10 years The Spokesman-Review was a
Pulitzer Prize finalist. In addition our
award-winning staff recently garnered 66
awards, including the award for General
Excellence in the Inland Northwest Excel
lence in Journalism competition. On a na
tional level, photo editor Scott Sines has
been named Photo Editor of the Year two
years running.
The Spokesman-Review also cares about the
environment. Every page of every day’s
Spokesman-Review is printed on recycled
paper. In 1992 we were honored by the
Association of Washington Business with an
Environmental Excellence Award for our
efforts in establishing a de-inking plant and
commitment to using recycled newsprint
every day.
The Spokesman-Review has an abiding belief
in the power of a free press to make life
better and a belief in aiding and supporting
the community in which it reports.
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Environmental Epidemiology, Public
Health and H azardous Wastes, the
N a tio n a l A cadem y o f S cie n c es’s
Committee on Environmental Epidem
iology called risk analysis “ highly
speculative and almost always relying
on multiple assumptions of fact—some
of which are entirely untestable.”
Lester said, “ The people at the EPA
who do risk analysis believe it is sci
ence and believe the num bers that
come out of it are real, which I think is
the most dangerous part of the process. ”
The EPA is not an agency th at
boasts a proficiency in public health
matters among its ranks. In 1990, the
American Journal of Public Health
reported that of the 750 individuals
employed in the EPA’s division that
administers the Superfund program,
there were no medical personnel. Of
the eight EPA employees who are prin
cipally responsible for cleaning up
M on tan a’s mining w astes, five are
engineers and only one has a degree
related to health—in occupational safety.
“ Exposure isn’t our ball gam e,”
said project manager, Russ Forba, who
is responsible for cleaning up Butte’s
lead-laden soils. “ We don’t go out and
look to see if there is an impact on people.”
Forba is right. It’s the ATSDR, not
the EPA, that is supposed to determine
if there is an impact on people who
live on Superfund sites. Without ade
quate health assessments, no follow
up health studies will likely be under
taken by the ATSD R in Butte and
A n acon da. T h a t’s because the socalled health assessm en ts— the re
labeled documents—give no indication
that health studies are warranted.
The Committee on Environmental
Epidemiology concluded that health
assessm en ts, not risk an alysis, are
essential in determining whether indi
viduals who come into contact with
hazardous wastes sites are in danger of
becoming ill. The ATSDR needs at
least $165 million annually to proper
ly conduct health assessm en ts, the
com m ittee sa id . Yet in 1 9 8 9 , the
agency spent only $15.9 million on
health assessm ents. So great is the
emphasis on engineering over public
health, the committee said, that of the
$4.2 billion annually spent on haz

ardous waste cleanup, less than one
percent has gone toward the evaluation of
human health.
Caught red-handed with 165 falsi
fied health assessments, chief adminis
trator William Roper wrote that the
ATSDR would revisit the 165 sites as
a “ prudent public health practice.”
While Anaconda and Montana Pole (a
40-acre plot contaminated with pentachlorophenol) received high priority,
reviews of Butte and Milltown were
postponed. Mike Greenwell, ATSDR
public affairs specialist, said that Butte
received the lower ranking because its
original (falsified) health assessment
did not c la ssify Butte as a public
health threat.
Tina Forrester, an ATSDR environ
mental health scientist, conducted the
Anaconda and the Montana Pole site
reviews last fall. She found ample evi
dence o f tresp assin g (ATV tracks,
human foot prints, and the like). “ I
can’t believe people really have access
to those areas,” Forrester said. “ Farmers
were grazin g cattle in M ill Creek
(where families had been evacuated).”
In her report on Anaconda, For
rester described the potential for expo
sure to arsenic among residents and
recommended that an “ urgent” public
health assessment be undertaken. But
in March 1993, Charlie Coleman, the
EPA project manager for Anaconda,
co u ld not recall w hat F o rre ste r’s
report said or explain how it may
affect his cleanup plans.
While EPA personnel gather exten
sive data for engineering and court
battles, at an average cost of $25 mil
lion to $30 million per site, the gather
ing of human health data is being kept
to a minimum, if it is done at all.
The Clark Fork River sites are just
four among some 1,200 that are man
aged under the Superfund program.
But what is going on there, or what
isn ’t going on in the way of health
assessm ents, is representative of the
way Superfund sites are m anaged
across the United States. Stephen Lester
believes that the slipshod manner in
which the ATSDR conducts itself will
have long lasting effects: “ The fact is
that on the record, the decision mak
ers who could act don’t have what
they need to act. The official health
assessment still says there’s no prob
60
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lem here.” As important, Lester said,
is that “ the people who live in those
communities don’t have any informa
tion as to what the health risks are.”
Yet what has kept the ATSDR from
doing its job for a decade may contin
ue indefinitely. While the EPA is likely
to reach C abinet statu s under the
Clinton administration, the ATSDR’s
status is not likely to be bolstered. In
fact, Capitol Hill insiders say that the
EPA’s proposed budget includes a 26
percent reduction for the ATSDR.
Like the thousands who are poten
tially exposed to h azardous w aste
elsewhere, the citizens of Butte and
Anaconda remain living on a contami
nated land, unaware of any damage to
their health that may be occurring.
Perhaps their prayers to Our Lady of
the Rockies will protect them. They’ll
likely never know the difference, m jr

FOI (continued from p. 9)
Weber argued that the decision had
“effectively destroyed the use of collective
bargaining between school boards and
unions.”
School boards and other state enti
ties who engage in union negotiations
are upset. “ It’s going to be a lot more
expensive and tim e-consum ing to
operate [in the o p e n ],” M o n tan a
School Board Association executive
director Bob Anderson said at the FOI
Hotline conference this M ay. But
Professor Larry Elison of the University of
Montana Law School thinks the deci
sion will result in less posturing by
forcing governm ent em ployers to
come to the table with their best offer.
The string of access victories has
been heartening. Still, journalists in
Montana are hardly ebullient. As Jim
M oore, p u b lish er o f the C arb o n
County News in Red Lodge, told the
FOI conference, “ On paper, the citi
zens of Montana have one of the most
stringent freedom of information laws
in the nation. But in practice, it’s
rather constrained.” Local officials
fear that they will be sued for privacy
invasion if they let information out. For
small-town pu blish ers, the costs of
challenging access restrictions can be
overwhelming. “ It may be the publisher’s
nest egg to send his kids to college. ”
Adds M ontana AP bureau chief
John Kuglin, “ I’m not sure that things

are that much better. There are chair
men o f m ajor boards and com m is
sions in M ontana who haven’t the
foggiest idea of what the constitution
and the law says.” Neither do some
law enforcem ent o ffic ia ls, Kuglin
noted. When D eer L odge C ounty
Attorney Ed Beaudette discovered in
March that records of the Southwest
M ontana Drug Task Force had been
released, he acknowledged they were
public, but argued that they should only be
released “ on a ‘need-to-know’ basis.”
No such limitation exists.
Of course, the 300-plus complaints
to the state’s FOI Hotline since its
establishment (see box) is testimony
enough that access problems crop up
often. In July, after AP threatened
legal action, Gov. Racicot called off a
tw o -d ay p riv ate m eeting o f his
Cabinet and staff. Racicot, who with
drew an earlier invitation to reporters,
insisted the meeting would have been
purely for the purpose of “ team-build
ing.” Kuglin also notes that Racicot
met privately with Lee Enterprises pub
lishers on the proposed sales tax. “ I sug
gest that the governor open all such
meetings,” says Kuglin.
Despite the constitutional Right to
Know, confidentiality exceptions are
dotted throughout state statutes. UM
P rofessor R obert M cG iffert found
more than 100 such instances. He found
that all records on the sale and use of
pesticides are deemed confidential, as are
all death records (although it’s hard to
see whose privacy is being protected)
and machine gun registration data.
This is Montana. Exceptions would have
to be based on in d iv id u al privacy,
although many experts believe most
would not withstand a court challenge.
More troublesome may be a soci
etal trend, noted by Kirtley. Privacy is
becoming the most frequently invoked
ju stific a tio n for cu rta ilin g pu blic
access to government-held inform a
tion. Under the rubric o f “ victim s’
rights,” privacy is being used to with
hold records of victim s’ names and
addresses, close courtrooms and bar
access to documents such as motor
vehicle and property records. M ontana’s
vaunted Right to Know law will sure
ly lose its luster if the sole exception,
the dem ands o f individual privacy,
becomes the rule.
m jr
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Ethics answers. . .
Seven journalists for Montana daily newspapers, who have
responsibility for editing photographs, were asked the ques
tions in the box on p. 27. Here’s how they responded:

1. N o , s a id 6 o f 7 r e s p o n d e n ts . C o m m e n ts:
“ You’re there to document the event, not orches
trate it.” “ It’s a blatant lie. O ur job is to record
and document, not to create it.” “ T h at’s unethical.
I’d look for another w ay to show it.”
2. The six photo editors who saw problem s with
the first situation seemed to agree that discipline
would depend on the situation. Com m ents: “ Was
the photographer aw are o f the policy? Perhaps if
they knew, y o u ’d discipline them. If not, clarify
the policy with the ph otograp h er.” “ I’d explain
that I didn’t think that w as appropriate. I’d get a
m anager in on the meeting. I w ould give one ver
bal w arn in g, an d, if they did it ag ain , I w ould
probably fire them .”

3. N o problem with this p h o to, accordin g to 5
respondents. Com m ents: “ I w ouldn’t like it, but I
see how it could h appen.” “ I’d get him to show
the machine to me. But I w ould not have him in
the machine running it.” “ O K on this one, but I
would say ‘is dem onstrating’ so people know.”
4. Only 2 o f 7 flatly w ould not run this set-up.
O thers w an ted to qu alify the co n d ition s under
which it w ou ld be allow ed. C om m en ts: “ N o . I
w ould not do it.” “ M y personal preference is to
w a it a r o u n d u n til so m e th in g h a p p e n s w orth
shooting, but, if I couldn’t get w hat I wanted, I’d
be expected to get it any way I cou ld.” “ I’d get the
best pictures I could, but I w ouldn’t ask the kids
to do anything different than they were doing any
way. I’d get w hat I could without interfering with
the situation.” “ N o. Posed features are not accept
able. We’re supposed to be m irroring reality.”
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The School of Journalism
for 79 years o f contributions to thefield o f journalism
26 SeaAi CouyteAAional Oute/mi, more than any other journalism program in
the nation during the competition's 20-year history

35 ^biitiuyuiilted Alum ni Awa/id winne/iA, more than any other discipline
on campus.

7 alum ni oum/ided Pulityesi Pniyei.
5 alum ni necipientl of honorary doctorates from The University of Montana.
3 Pltodel Scltolate.
3 M otional Jlead lin ei G lut A wood winnesvi.
2 top -10 jfUtiiUe/ti. in the 1993 William Randolph Hearst College Photojour
nalism Competition.

Society of P 'lojeiiion al jou A n aliiti11992 M aik of Excellence Award for indepth television reporting.

1993 Student TbocumentaAu Emmy Aw&id winner at the 16th Annual
Rocky Mountain Emmy Awards.
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